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The purpose of this study is to analyze the development of the free

silver movement from 1889 through 1896 in Virginia and its effect on the

Virginia Democratic party. The economic crisis of the early 1890's sub-

jected the Democratic party in Virginia to strong popular pressure for

chcinge and created a split vdthin Democratic ranks that would have great

significance for Virginia politics after 1896. The struggle over the

currency issue provided the battleground for an intense power struggle

within the Democratic party that culminated in the accession of a new

party leadership group. However, the popular obsession with the panacea

of free silver allowed the Virginia Democracy to avoid more fundamental

reform issues, including business regulation, constitutional and election

reforms and improved state services.

In 1889 the Virginia farmer began organizing in an attempt to pro-

duce a solution to his worsening economic plight. Currency inflation

through the free coinage of silver became the major, though not the only.

The panic of 1893 was the"reform" demanded by dissidents in the state.

final economic blow that set the farmer and his labor allies on the road

to political militancy in their demand for economic relief. The popular

agitation for free silver became an increasingly important political

issue in the early 1890's, as the Populist party produced a rising

threat to Democratic supremacy in the state. At first, the conservative

Virginia Democratic leadership attempted to ignore the currency issue.

In their 1892 state convention, the Virginia Democrats endorsed Grover



Cleveland for President and refused to adopt a proposed platform plank

advocating free silver. However, the Virginia Democracy contained a

large silver wing led by United States Senator John W. Daniel. These

Democratic silverites, having failed in 1892, dedicated themselves to

gaining control of the party in 1896. At the 1896 state convention in

Staunton, the silverites were finally successful in capturing the party.

Following the Democratic national convention in Chicago and the nomina¬

tion of William Jennings Bryan, the Virginia Democracy split over the

currency issue, with the old Cleveland consejrvatives refusing to support

The party schism of 1896 was the result of an in-the party nominee.

tense power stiniggle within the Virginia Democracy and a new leadership

group advanced, containing both some genuine reformers and many essen¬

tially conservative politicians advancing their own political fortunes.

The free silver movement in Virginia temporarily sidetracked what could

have been a budding reform movement. Nonetheless, there was abundant

evidence of a profound popular discontent with the status quo, and the

Virginia Democracy had in 1896 only delayed consideration of reform

issues it woiild eventually have to face.
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CHAPTER I

THE RISE OF THE CURRENCY ISSUE IN VIRGINIA 1889-1895

Virginia politics in the 1890's saw the rise of militant agrarian forces

in the state vdio were determined to seek a political solution to their eco-

The result of this farmer revolt was of significant conse-nomic problems.

quence for the future development of the Virginia Democracy. The growing

popular unrest in the Old Dominion manifested itself in a vociferous campaign

for currency inflation through the increased coinage of silver. "Free silver"

became the rallying cry of dissidents throughout the state vdio viewed the

restrictive fiscal and monetary policies of the national government as the

(The agitation for free silver producedsource of their economic privation.

a serious tension within Virginia politics and threatened both the unity

and supremacy of the Virginia Democracy. However, the Old Dominion's Demo-

crats saved themselves and their party by responding to the popular outcry

in 1896 over the currency issue.) In adopting the cause of free silver.

the Virginia Democracy assured itself a popular base of support for the fu-

ture, and the party leaders who joined the silver cause reaped their politi-

cal reward for many years to come. A majority of Democrats vdio supported

silver did so largely from political expediency, but a minority were men who

were genuinely interested in reform.

The agitation for free silver had its beginnings in the declining eco-

nomic position of the farmer that reached an acute stage by the late 1880's.

The Farmers Assembly and the Farmer's Alliance in Virginia took the early

lead in the battle for regulation of monopolies and currency inflation.

as the farmer sought to strike back at what he considered the sources
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of his economic problems. The Alliance was superseded by the entrance of the

Populist party into Virginia politics in 1892. The Populists openly advo-

cated free silver as the Democrats tried to avoid the issue as much as possible.

However, an active silver wing had already developed within the Democratic

Led by United States Senator John Warwick Daniel,^party by 1892. the Demo-

cratic silverites attempted to win over their party in the 1892 state con-

2
but were unsuccessful.vention.

Having failed to capture the Democratic party in 1892, the silver wing

set its sights on the 1896 presidential election year. After the Panic of

1893 produced an economic crisis among Virginia farmers, the forces of free

silver became a major political force in the state and by 1895# Daniel and

In 1895 and thethe silverites were working hard to capture the party,

spring of 1896, the Democratic silver supporters launched a campaign in the

Old Dominion that culminated in success at the 1896 state convention. In

June, 1896 the state convention at Staunton adopted a pro-silver platform

and sent a solidly silver delegation to the national convention in Chicago,

After the nomination of William Jennings Biyan at Chicago, the Virginia

Democracy was split by the defection of its gold supporters. The campaign

in the fall of 1896 was one of the most bitter on recorxl, as the sound-money

Grover Cleveland supporters in the party refused to support the regular
3

With the defeat of Bryan in the 1896 election. silver becamenominee*

virtually a dead issue, but more fundamental reform issues lay beneath the

Senator Daniel had served in Congress since 1885 and in the Senate
since 1887. He was a funder during the Readjuster battles, but had long
advocated currency inflation. Daniel led the Virginia free silver forces
in 1896.

2
Richmond Dispatch. May 18, 1892, hereinafter cited as Dispatch.

3
•^Bryan, however, carried Virginia in the fall election, 154,985 to

135,388 for William McKinley. Dispatch. November 5, 1896.
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surface of the silver facade that became a popular obsession.

The rising influence of the businessman in the 1880's created a source

of tension in Virginia politics, as the farmer feared for his interests.

After the Civil War the old planter aristocracy had been forced out of its

agrarian way of life, and by the 1880's many had become successful business

leaders. Hen like Joseph Bryan, owner of the Richmond Times. and Beverely B.

Hunford of Richmond, born of the planter class, moved to the city and became

Fitzhugh Lee, Governor of Virginia from 1886 to 1890,
4

urban businessmen.

was from one of the oldest aristocratic families in Virginia, but was also
5

one of the state's leading businessmen. As these Virginia leaders became

advocates of an economic alliance with eastern business and the railroads.

the farmer became disturbed by business influence in politics. One South-

side farmer commented; "I wish to protest against the state of Virginia

being turned over to the railroad power~which is getting to be a domineer-

ii6ing tyranny of which the people are very tired . .

.Vvliile Virginia businessmen reaped the benefits of economic growth, the

farmer received a continually decreasing share of the state's prosperity.

Nowhere did the farmer suffer more than in the tobacco-dominated one-crop

7
Southside. Even as farmers in other sections enjoyed some prosperity, the

4.Hunford and Bryan were key members of the Cleveland wing of the
Virginia Democracy and becaiue leaders of the Gold Bolt of 1896. Both were
members of the Democratic Executive Committee.

5
Lee was the nephew of Robert E. Lee. He was a long-time friend of

Grover Cleveland and later served as a Cleveland-appointed diplomat to Cuba.

^B. W. Arnold to William A. Jones, June 25, 1890, William Atkinson
Jones Papers, Alderman Library, University of Virginia, Charlottesville,
hereinafter cited as Jones Papers.

7
The "Southside" is an area south of the James River and running from

the fall line to the mountains.
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Though only 17.8^ of the farmersSouthside remained a depressed region.

were sharecroppers statewide, slightly over half did not own their own farms
8

The Southside, along with other agricultural sections,
9

suffered the effects of lov; prices and high costs.

in that section.

High taxation was a

particular problem for the small farmer, in the Southside and elsewhere.

Excise taxes on tobacco hit the Southside farmer hard, viiile small farmers

all over the state complained about the administration of the property tax.

The tax rate was high in relation to profits, and the larger landovniers and

businessmen escaped with very low assessments, exemptions, and enjoyed favor-
10

itism from tax officials. Discriminatory railroad rates were also a source

of irritation, as the railroads favored shippers sending goods more than 100

to 150 miles with lower rates and rebates. The railroads were not interested «

in the short-haul business, which was more costly to handle and less profit-

able. Therefore, the famer had to pay what he considered to be exorbitant
11

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad charged therates over short distances.

same rate to ship a barrel of flour from Staunton, Virginia to Richmond as

from Memphis, Tennessee to Richmond. In the Southside, one hundred pounds

of tobacco cost 27<^ to ship from Bedford to Lynchburg—a distance of less

than forty miles. That same one hundred pounds of tobacco could be shipped

8
Nannie i'lay Tilley, The Bright Tobacco Industry, 1860-1929. (Chapel Hill,

1948), 94, hereinafter cited as Tilley, Bright Tobacco Industry. The high
percentage of sharecroppers in the Southside reflected the large Negro
population. In most Southside counties, the Negro population ranged between
40^ and In Pittsylvania County, the percentage was over half.

Between 1893 and 1897, tobacco prices averaged only 6i^ to 8^ per
pound. Tilley, Bright Tobacco Industry. 353*

^*^Allen VM Hoger, The Rebuilding of the Old Dominion (Ann Arbor, 1940),
55--56, hereinafter cited as Moger, Rebuilding of the Old Dominion.

^^John D. Hicks, The Populist Revolt (liinneapolis, 1931)» 67, herein-
after cited as Hicks, Populist Revolt, and B. W. Arnold to William A. Jones,
June 25, I89O, Jones Papers.

9
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12
from liTichburg to Liverpool, England for 461^.

Another soiirce of economic hardship for Virginia farmers was the dis-

crepancy between the decline in farm prices and the high fixed monopolistic

This situation the farmer tracedprices of manufactured goods and services.

directly to the monopolistic conditions of business. The Southside farmers

were incensed by the practices of warehousemen and leaf dealers vho had long
13

speculated on the tobacco market at the farmers' expense. The formation

of the American Tobacco Company in I89O particularly aroused the anger of

The decline in tobacco prices continued, but the pricethe tobacco farmers.

of manufactured tobacco products remained the same; and the fanners were con-

vinced that the American Tobacco Company was largely responsible for declining

leaf prices,^ However, overproduction and the exploitive practices of ware-
15housemen were more responsible for the decline in leaf prices.

As conditions in agriculture deteriorated in the late 1880's and early

1890's, the farmer began to lash out at what he considered the sources of

his problem. The Virginia farmer bitterly attacked the protectionist tariff
16

and other concessions to vested interest. but the real culprit became the

fiscal system that denied him credit and pl\inged him deeper into debt. The

mortgage burden bore heavily on both the sharecropper and small landowner.

as the return on farm products declined. Obtaining even a small amovint of

credit became increasingly difficult. Declining commodity prices and high

^Moger, Rebuilding of the Old Dominion, 56.

^^Tilley, Bright Tobacco Industry. 25I, 286-287.

■^^illiam D. Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, Virginia Faim
Politics I885-I9OO (Princeton, N. J.: 1935)> 16-17, hereinafter cited as
Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion.

^^Tilley, Bright Tobacco Industry. 263-264.
16
J. W. Bowdoin to William A. Jones, November 14, 1890, Jones Papers,
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costs consumed the farm profits which the fanner had relied upon to provide

collateral. For the farm owner, the farm itself could not be used for

security in obtaining loans from the larger nationally chartered banks,

since this was prohibited by law.^'^
vri.th the panic of 1893* was the culminating economic blow to the farmers

Finally, the depression, beginning

18who had already suffered several years of declining returns on their crops.

Between 1893 and 1895* prices dropped steadily or stabilized at extremely

Com averaged over per bushel before 1892,low levels. In 1893 and

1894 corn prices dipped to an average of 51<^ to 57<^ a bushel, while wheat

sank from 75^ to 50^ per bushel.
19

already low level. '

Tobacco prices remained stable at an

This decline in prices continued, as commodity prices

generally reached their nadir during the 1894--1895 market season. Com

20
prices, for instance, plunged to 34i^ at Richmond in December, 1895•

1895 economic conditions had reached what for many farmers was an intoler-

By

able level.

The farmers' rising disaffection with economic conditions took shape

with the formation of the Virginia Farmer's Alliance in 1889, In the Old

Dominion, the Alliance succeeded the older Farmer's Assembly, headed by

17Moger, Rebuilding of the Old Dominion. 74.
18
Moger, Rebuilding of the Old Dominion. 73. While there was 19^ more

capital invested in agriculture in Virginia in 1890 than in 1870, total
profits were 2U% less.

19
Yearbook of the U. S. Department of Agriculture for 1894 (Washington,

1895)* 653* hereinafter cited as Agricultural Yearbook.
20
Agricultural Yearbook. 1896, 65I. The general commodity price level

declined by 1895 to almost one-third of the I865 level. Joseph Carlysle
Ellett, "The Free Silver Movement, 1878-1900, V/ith Special Reference to
Virginia." (Unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Virginia, 1933)* 76,
hereinafter cited as Ellett, "Silver Movement."
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21
Colonel Robert Severely, which had held annual meetings in Richmond since

1885. Essentially non-political at first, the Farmer's Alliance was to be

„22the organization that "blev/ the agricultural lid off in Virginia.

Virginia was one of. the last states to join the Alliance in the South, 96 of

the state's 100 counties were represented in the 1890 lynchburg convention.

Though

By 1891 the official count of members was slightly over 33,000 with 98
23counties represented. Among the subjects discussed at Alliance meetings

were demands for a more powerful state railroad commission, revision of

land taxes, and the problem of the money supply. In 1889 the Alliance

24
passed a resolution calling for free coinage of silver.

In 1890 and 1891, the Alliance in Virginia emulated the National Farmer's

Alliance by moving actively into politics. At a conference in Cincinnati in

1891, the national Alliance had proposed a six-point program which included

free silver, abolition of national banknotes and substitution of direct legal

tender issue, government ownership of all railroads, popular election of the
25

President and the Australian ballot. The Virginia Alliance in 1891 adopted

basically the same platform, and cooperation between the Alliance and Demo-

crats in rural areas of the state held the promise of producing a more

21
Colonel Beverely was of an old and distinguished Virginia family. He

was a gentleman farmer, a man of considerable property and social prestige.
In many ways, he typified the gentleman-farmer class that led the Populist
movement in Virginia.

22
Moger, Rebuilding of the Old Dominion. 60.

2B
"^Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, 30-32.
24
Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, 36. Several former Alliance

leaders, such as R. C. Kent of b'ytheville, maintained their association
with the Democracy and were among the delegates to the Staunton convention
in 1896. Kent was sponsor of the railroad regulation bill of 1890,

25
Kicks, Populist Revolt. 210.
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26
i4any candidates for the General Assemblyresponsive state government.

accepted all or part of the Alliance program, and the 1891-1G92 General

27 TheAssembly had many members vho were sympathetic to the farmers.

Alliance had a golden opportunity to accomplish some meaningful refona

legislation. However, due partly to their own political ineptitude, the

Alliance sympathizers were successful only in getting a watered-down rail-

road regulation bill passed. Filends of the railroads in the General

Assembly were able to insure a relatively weak regulatory commission while.

at the same time, temporarily appeasing the advocates of reform. As one

railroad official commented, "the adoption of some legislation on this

.,28question was a fortunate course upon the part of the legislature.

Nevertheless, the failure of the farmers to satisfy their needs through

cooperation with the Democrats aided the rise of the Populist party, which

entered Virginia politics in 1892. The Virginia Alliance and its president.
29

lacked the political militancy that might have kept the organi-Kann Page,

zation alive. After 1892, the Alliance simply merged into the Populist

2^̂Thomas Brown to V/illiam A. Jones, November 8, 1890, Jones Papers.
27

Among the members of the House of Delegates was J. Thomas Goode of
Mecklenburg County, '/ho was to become the first Populist county chairman,
and Robert C. Kent, author of the railroad regulation bill. In the Senate
were men like "Cyclone Jim" Marshall, a staunch silverite of Southwest Vir-
ginia; silverites V.G I. Jordon of Halifax and Vfelter A. Watson of Lunenburg,
while lieutenant governor J. Hoge Tyler presided over the body. Tyler was
elected governor in 1897. John H. Moore, "The Life of James Gaven Field "
(Unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Virginia, 1953)> LO-42, hereina'iter
cited as Moore, "James Gaven Field," Lyon G. Tyler, Men of Mark in Virginia
(Richmond, 1915)j 66-71, hereinafter cited as Tyler, Men of I^rk. and
Register of the General Assembly of Virginia 1790-1918 (Richmond, 1918),
211-212, hereinafter cited as General Assembly Register.

28
W. H. Green to Henry D. Flood, l-Iarch 23, 1892, Henry Flood Papers,

Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, hereinafter cited as Flood Papers.
29
Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, 32. Essentially a moderate,

Mann Page was a confederate veteran and a farmer who had served as fourth
district congressman from 1887-1891 and was Alliance president until 1893•
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30
movement and virtually ceased to exist. The Virginia Populists had held

their first convention on June 23, 1892 in Richmond. The delegates endorsed

free silver and selected a delegation to the national convention which was

to meet in Omaha in July. The group was led by James Gaven Field. Field was

selected by the Omaha convention as the Populist candidate for Vice-President,

to run with their presidential candidate, former Union general James B.

31 The national platfoi’m included demands for free coinage ofV.^eaver.

silver, the Australian ballot, a graduated income tax, and government
32

ownership of the railroads.

Within the Virginia Democracy itself, however, there had already devel-

oped by 1892 a vociferous silver wing. This group, led by Senator John

Warwick Daniel of lynchburg, represented a potential force that could drain

the currency issue away from the Populists. Daniel was to lead the silver

forces in the 1892 state convention in a battle against the endorsement of

Grover Cleveland for President. The prosilver people fought vigorously for

the endorsement of Senator David B. Hill of New York for President and the

inclusion of a silver plank in the party platform. Senator Daniel was

joined in his fight by many of the youiiger party leaders. The anti-Cleveland

group included Carter Glass, editor of the lynchburg News. Peter J. Otey of

lynchburg, Henry D. Flood of Appomattox and numerous others who would join

30An attempt in 1895 to revive the Alliance proved fruitless.
Dispatch. August 21, 1895.

Moore, "James Gaven Field," 157-160.
leader until his death in May, 1896.

31
Field was Virginia's Populist

32Harold U. Faulkner, The Politics of Reform and Expansion. 1890-1900
(New York, 1959), 129, hereinafter cited as Faulkner, Politics. Reform and
Sxuansion.
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33 The staunchest support for Killin the silver victory four years later.

came from the Southside farmers of the fifth and sixth districts, though

young Claude Swanson, candidate for Congress from the fifth district, refused
34

to join in the attack on Cleveland and favored an uninstructed delegation.

The Cleveland forces, however, were strong enough to thwart the silver-

ites and guarantee an endorsement of Cleveland. Many delegates favored

Cleveland as a conservative candidate or simply because they felt he had
35

the best chance of beating the Republicans. The Cleveland forces were

led by Congi-essman Charles T. O'Ferrall, Joseph Bryan, B. B. Munford, C. V.

Meridith, of Richruond, and Fitzhugh Lee, the popular former Governor of

36Virginia. These Cleveland men dominated the 1892 state convention, as

33
Dispatch. May 18, 1892; Dispatch, May 20, 1892. Glass and Otey were

close associates of Daniel and were active in the free silver movement.
Otey vjas elected sixth district congressman in 1894. Glass replaced Otey
in Congress upon the latter's death in 1902. Glass was to become one of
Virginia's most famous twentieth century politicians. Flood was state
senator from Appomattox and later became a leader in the party organization
and a key associate of Thomas Staples Martin. All three of these men were
key figures in the 1896 silver crusade.

^^ispatch. May 19, 1892; Henry C. Ferrell, "Claude A. Swar»son of
Virginia " (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Virginia, 1963),
33-34> hereinafter cited as Ferrell, "Claude Swanson." Swanson was a resi-
dent of Pittsylvania County and was elected to Congress in 1892. He later
became Governor of Virginia and a powerful member of the party organization.

35 A Study in the VirginiaRichard B. Doss, "John V/arwick Daniel:
Democracyk" (Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Virginia, 1955)>
140-141, nereinafter cited as Doss, "John Warwick Daniel."

36Dispatch. May 18, 1892. Congressman O'Ferrall of Rockingham County
represented the seventh district. He was a conservative and a friend of
Cleveland. He was elected Governor in 1893> though his sound-money stand
in 1896 ruined his political career.

C. V. Meridith was city attorney of Richinond and later attended the
Constitutional Convention of 1902. J. N. Brenneman, A Histor/ of Virginia
Conventions (1902), 97, hereinafter cited as Brenneman, Conventions.

Other Cleveland men included A. D. Payne of Warrenton, general counsel
of the Southern Railway; Rufus A. Ayers of Wise County, businessman and
former state Attorney General from 1886 to 1890; and Basil B. Gordon, state
senator from Culpeper. Dispatch, May 18, 1892.
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the silverites found themselves largely eliminated from the delegation to

the national convention at Chicago. However, one silver delegate to the

"If the Chicago Convention is to be a Clevelandstate convention commented:

37ratification meeting [[sicj I don't want to go."

Nevertheless, a party split was avoided in 1892, although the silverites

were not particularly happy about the endorsemait of Cleveland, and the

Democrats closed ranks for the upcoming election. Daniel and O'Ferrall had

38worked behind the scenes in the state convention to prevent a serious rift.

and a compromise was finally worked out on the platform when an innocuously

worded silver plank was added. The resolution on the money issue called for

an increase in the "volume of currency" to meet the agricultural and commer-

cial needs of the day, although no mention was made of how this might be
39

accomplished. The silverites also agreed to cooperate in the fall election

and, in spite of their reservations, the silver wing of the Virginia Democ-

racy rallied to the banner of party unity. With a unified party, the Demo-

Economiccrats put up a vigorous campaign to carry the state for Cleveland.

issues were muffled by the Denocrats as they pounded away at the theme of

white supremacy and played on the fears of "i-Iahonism" that still lingered

V/eaver was attacked as a "Southamong the white voters of the state.

hater," and it was argued that a vote for a Populist was a proxy vote for
40

the Republicans. Against such an emotional appeal the Populists made

37Richard E. Byrd to Henry D. Flood, April 23, 1892, Flood Papers,
38
Ferrell, "Claude Swanson," 33-34.

remained neutral and advised both sides.
Future Senator Thomas S. lylartin

^^Dispatch. Piay 20, 1892.
40
Moger, Rebuilding: of the Old Dominion. 77.
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little headway, as the Democrats were determined to stop the third party
41threat.

By September, any hope of a Populist victory in Virginia had variished,

Cleveland took the state with a total vote of 163,977 to 113,256 for

Benjamin Harrison, and the Democrats easily v-'on all ten congressional seats.

Weaver's total was only 12,275- This Populist wjl.
■

"^^wcjvar, 'ns centered

in the Southside and revealed a spirit of regional discontent more seri~>us

42than the total vote indicated. The race issue had provided the Democrats

vdth a particularly effective weapon against both the Mahone Republicans

and the Populists. The call to racism and white supremacy made failure to
43

belong to the Democratic party tantamount to racial treason. As one Vir-

"I candidly admit that I subordinate everythingginia Democrat put it:

I utterly detest the man 'vAio would turn
44

for the sake of white supremacy.

his back upon the white people of his state and native South.

However, the Democrats were already moving to reduce the electorate and

eliminate the Negro as an important voting element in the state. The Walton

law was passed in 1894 that required a secret ballot with no party sym-

bols.^^ The illiterate whites and Negroes could receive help in marking

Thomas S. Martin to Henry D. Flood, July 5> 1892, Flood Papers.
Martin commented that "some way must be found and I have no doubt will be
foxmd to hold Virginia in the Democratic column."

42
Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, 90; Richard L. Morton,

History of Virginia' (New fork, 1924), III, 297-298, hereinafter cited as
Morton, History of Virginia.

43
Charles E. kynes. Race Relations in the Old Dominion 1870-1902

( Baton Rouge, 1963 )
in the Old Dominion.

145> hereinafter cited as Wynes, Race Relations

44
J. W. Bowdoin to Williaia A. Jones, November 14, 1890, Jones Papers.

45The Walton law was the handiwork of'a small group of Democrats viio con-
trolled the General Assembly, hynes, liace Relations in the Old Dominion. 147.
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46
The Negro and illit-their ballots, but most were too embarrassed to ask.

erate white represented a potentially \ancontreliable voting power, and
47

electioneering at the polls was a common practice in Virginia and the South.

Even the old Conservatives had not been above manipulating the illiterate

voter, but now these same tactics might be used against the Democrats.

Although the currency issue had been held largely in abeyance in 1892

both in Virginia and the nation, the events of 1893 brought the demand for

free silver to the forefront of politics. The financial crisis of that year

produced a violent debate over the currency question, and President Cleve-

land's actions added fuel to the flames. Cleveland took immediate steps to

alleviate viiat he considered to be the major cause of the financial crisis.

The President, hoping to cancel the gold drain from the Treasury, called a

special session of Congress to repeal the Sherman Silver Purchase Act of

1890. Unfortunately for Cleveland, repeal of the Sherman Silver P\irchase

Act failed to accomplish its purpose, while greatly antagonizing southern
to

and vrestem members of his own party.^

The battle over the Sherman Silver Purchase Act was fought out in
49

Congress in the summer of 1893^ when Cleveland called a special session

46
For a more thorough description of tl*e Walton law see Richard L. Morton,

The Negro in Virginia Politics (Richmond, 1919)j 132-134. For a Republican
interpretation of the Walton law see also William C. Pendleton, A Political
History of Appalachian Virginia (Dayton, Virginia, 1927), 374-376.

47
James E. Withers to Will-iam A. Jones, October 29, 1890, Jones Papers;

V. 0. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation (New York, 1950), 535-542.
48
Horace Samuel Merrill, Bourbon Leader: Grover Cleveland and the Demo-

cratio Party (Boston, 1957), 179-180, hereinafter cited as Merrill, Grover
Cleveland; Frank P. Brent to VJilliam A. Jones, September 2, 1893,- Jones Papers,

^'^The Sherman Silver Purchase Act, passed in 1890, required the Treasury
to buy silver for coinage. The Treasury had refused to coin silver, but
circulation of notes based on silver reserves was increased. However, the
Treasury would only redeem the notes in gold, putting a tremendous strain on
the government 's gold reserves. Hicks, Populist Revolt. 305-307.
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of Congress for its repeal. Preservation of the act became a rallying point
50

Hov;ever, Cleveland refusedfor free silver forces in and out of Congress.

to compromise, and the administration pushed repeal through the House in
51late August by a vote of 240 to 210. The administration finally had its

v/ay, despite a filibuster, when the Senate voted on October 30, 1893, for

repeal. The Democrats, however, split twenty-two to twenty-two, and Cleve-

land won only with eastern Republican help.^^ However, the President had

won a hollow victory. Repeal completely failed to accomplish its purpose.

vdiile the bitter fight in Congress alienated the southern and western seg-

53
ment of the Democratic party. Virginia silver Democrats, enraged at

Cleveland's actions, resolved to rid the party of the Cleveland influence.

It appeared to them that 'hvdth the Sherman Act repealed and nothing to take

its place, we are delivered, bound hand and foot, into the hands of the

.,54 „55Something was decidedly "rotten in Denmark,money power of the country.

Nevertheless, the repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act was pre-

sented as an anti-depression measure and public opinion in Virginia was

56
Virginia's newspapers generally favored repeal.divided on the issue.

and Virginia's representatives voted six to two for repeal. Senator Eppa

50
Kicks, Populist Revolt. 313-314.

51
Dispatch, August 29, 1893j Merrill, Grover Cleveland. 179-180.

52
Hicks, Populist Revolt. 311j Merrill, Grover Cleveland. 180-181.

53
Merrill, Grover Cleveland. 182-183.

54
Frank P. Brent to William A. Jones, Septeraber 2, 1893, Jones Papers,

S. Foster to V/illiam A. Jones, Augvist 28, 1893, Jones Papers.

^^The urban Richmond and Norfolk papers favored repeal, along with
papers in other areas. The only leading paper strongly opposed to repeal
was Carter Glass's lynchburg News.
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57 voted for repeal, while Senator Daniel led the fight to save theHunton

5S
Young Fii'st District Congressman VJilliam A. Jones v.'as the most ada-

The divided

law.

mantly against repeal among the House members from Virginia.

public opinion in Virginia toward repeal of the Silver Purchase Act, however.

could not be construed as a lack of free silver sentLment in the state.

The silver forces were already on the rise, and public support for free

coinage was ’.widespread.

Daniel's vote symbolized his leadership within the Democratic party of

Throughout his career he hadthe growing free-silver movement in Virginia.
60

As free silver became an increasingly impor-endorsed "greenback" ideas.

tant issue, Daniel assumed a position of leadership in the silver camp.

Daniel had started his career as a lawyer in his native lynchburg and had

served in Congress in the early 1880's. Althou^ a funder during the Mahone

era, his first speech in the House of Representatives had been one advocat-
61

Daniel demonstrated sympathy for agrarianing the free coinage of silver.

demands, but the "Lame Lion of lynchburg" was more concerned with stopping

57Eppa Hunton of Prince V/illiam County had previously served in Congress
He was elected to serve out the remainder of John S,

Tyler, Men of I'te.rk, I,
from 1873 to 1881.
Barbour's term upon the latter's death in 1892.
300-304.

58
Dispatch. August 29, 1893; Ellett, "Silver Movement," 91. Repeal

of the Shennan Silver Purchase Act did not produce a silver-gold split in
the Virginia delegation, as both sound-money men and silverites voted for
repeal.

59
J. N. Stubbs to William A, Jones, July 29, 1893; Frank P. Brent to

William A. Jones, September 2, 1893, Jones Papers. Jones had served in
Congress since 1890. He later became a strorg opponent of Senator Martin.
Jones had early earned a reputation as a liberal silverite.

60
Moger, Rebuilding of the Old Dominion, 74.

^^ichaixi B. Doss, "John V/anwick Daniel: Spokesman of the New
Cor^servatism" (Unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of Virginia, 1952), 40,
hereinafter cited as Doss, "Daniel; Conservative Spokesman."
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the Populists, whom he saw as a threat to the Democratic party in Virginia.®'^

During the prolonged debate on the repeal of the Sheraan Silver Purchase

Act, Daniel delivered a polemic, outlining his views on free silver, which

provided a representative example of his thinking and that of the free sil-
63

ver advocates in Virginia. He noted three principal causes of the current

depression; the enormous increase of debts, the continuous fall in pidces

over the previous twenty years, and the destruction of the bimetallic base

Theof credit at the dictation of European kings led by Great Britain.

Senator pointed to what he called "a war ever since 1873 against the bi-

metallic base of credit. Since that time the foundation of credit has been

,,65enlarging in weight and growing higher. He argued that while the Sherman

Silver Purchase Act left much to be desired, repeal with no substitution

Daniel's remedy for the economic situation lay inwould be a disaster.

more money and this should be silver money. "There is not eiough gold.

and too much paper already," he said, "and coinage of both gold and silver

„66would solve the problem. He asserted that the Sherman Silver Purchase

Act was not the cause of the depression. The origins of the depression were

worldwide, starting, he argued, in those areas where the gold standard pre¬

vailed. He commented:

Our friends, the enemy, the Republican party, are delighted to attrib-
ute the panic to the Sherman Law in order to escape their responsibility

6^Disr)atch. May 18, 1893*
63For a summary of the rise of the free silver issue see Hicks,

Populist Revolt. 301--320.

^^^ward M. Daniel, (ed.). The Speeches and Orations of John Warwick
Daniel (lynchburg, Virginia, 1911), 449, hereinafter cited as Daniel,
Speeches of John W. Daniel.

65
Daniel, Speeches of John VM Daniel. A.55»

66
Daniel, Speeches of John W. Daniel. i+Bl.
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for the McKinley Tariff .... The gold nonometallists are de-
lighted to lay all the burden on the,Sherman Law in order to hide
the vork of his own hands behind it.

Daniel closed his speech with a demand for an end to makeshift solutions
68and the carrying out of a really effective program of currency reform.

As the battle over the Sherman Silver Purchase Act raged in Washington,

Virginia was going through an important election year.

Delegates, one half of the Senate, and the governorship were up for election.

The year 1893 promised to be a significant year in Virginia politics, and

All of the House of

events soon bore out the importance of 1893 for the Virginia Democracy. At

the Democratic state convention in Richmond, Charles T. O'Ferrall was nomi-

nated for Governor. O'Ferrall was seventh district congressman, a friend
69of Cleveland's, and for sound money. Though opposed by Daniel, who favored

Lieutenant Governor J. Hoge Tyler, O'Ferrall had the support of most of the
70

party regulars and won nomination fairly easily. O'Ferrall was reputed

to have been the candidate of the so-called "Ring"~a small group of party
71

leaders supposedly centered around Thomas Staples Martin. However,

Martin was concerned with organizing support for his candidacy to the

United States Senate and remained neutral in the battle for Governor, vSiile

67
Daniel, Speeches of John W. Daniel. 460-461.

^%)aniel. Speeches of John W. Daniel. 655-658.
69
Charles E. Wynes, "Charles T. O'Ferrall and the 'Ring'," Virginia

Magazine of History and Biography. 64 (March_^ 1956), 389, hereinafter cited
as Wynes, "O'Ferrall and the 'Ring'."

70
l^ynes, "O'Ferrall and the 'Ring'," 440-441.

"^^ynes, "O'Ferrall and the 'Ring'," 444. Martin, a long-time power
in the party, was elected to the Senate in 1893 and remained a dominant
party figure for many years to come. The existence of the so-called "Ring"
is open to considerable doubt. See Harry E. Poindexter, "From Copy Desk
to Congress; The Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass " (Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Virginia, 1966), 175» hereinafter cited
as Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass,"
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72
Also, the problem of a possiblemost of iiartin's friends supported Tyler.

party split over the currency issue was circumvented at the nominating con-

A vaguevent ion, as once iriore a compromise was worked out on the platform.

fence-straddling currency declaration was adopted with essentially the sane

73
wording as the previous year.

The 1893 political year reached its exciting climax in the December

The Democrats had easily defeated theirsession of the General Assembly.

Populist and Republican opponents in the fall election, though the Populists
74 The significant political struggle of thatput up a vigorous campaign.

year occurred in the selection of United States senators by the General

The victory of Thorcas S. liartin over Fitzhugh Lee for the UnitedAssembly.

States Senate marked the public emergence of long-standing power behind the

Martin had been State Party Chairman John S.scenes in the Democratic party.
75

Barbour's top assistant since 1885. He was a shy bachelor who came from

a farmer-merchant faiiiily in Albemarle County, an able lawyer and a man of
76

intense loyalty to the Democratic party and his political associates.

’ift/hen the General Assembly met, the newspapers were predicting that Lee

would defeat Martin for the Senate seat, but Martin had already laid the

72Thomas S. Martin to Henry D. Flood, September 18, 1893, Flood Papers;
Wynes, "O'Ferrall and the 'Ring'," 445.

73
Wynes, "O'Ferrall and the 'Ring'," 444.

'^%‘he Populists managed 81,239 votes, but elected only ten meiribers to
the General Assembly. Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion. 101-103.

75Paschal Reeves, "Thomas Staples Martin, Committee Statesman,"
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography. 68 (January, I960), 345-347,
hereinafter cited as Reeves, "Martin, Committee Statesman."

76Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 187.
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77 Lee irade use of his popu-groundwork for victory in the General Assenibly.

larity, his Civil War record, and old political loyalties in his campaign.

Martin, on the other hand, quietly worked behind the scenes calling in his
78

Martinpolitical debts and solic-’ting the aid of his political friends.

had been active in distributing railroad money to Democratic candidates, and
„79"a number of legislators turned up 'under obligation' to l^artin's friends.

though the use of railroad funds was hardly the only factor in Martin's

Martin built a decisive lead in the Democratic caucus and gainedelection.

80
the nomination on the sixth ballot by a vote of sixty-six. to fifty-six.

Prior to and vdthin the caucus. State Senator Henry Flood acted as leader
81

of the I-Iartin supporters, and Martin's chief lieutenant. Other caucus

members supporting Martin included Speaker of the House of Delegates R. H.

Cardwell of Hanover County, Camm Patteson of Buckingham County, Henry F.

Wickham of Hanover County, Alfred P. Thom of Norfolk, and John L. Hurt of
82

Senator Daniel and Congressman Swanson were non-caucusPittsylvania County.

77
Martin had spent well over a year working for support from General

Assembly members and enlisting the aid of leading local politicians.
James W. Marshall to Henry D. Flood, May 30> 1892, Camm Patteson to Henry D.
Flood, June 3> 1892, and Thomas S. I'^artin to Henry D. Flood, July 5» 1892,
Flood Papers.

78
Martin laimched a coordinated state-'vdde campaign in the fall of 1893

to insure his victory in the General Assembly in December. Thomas S. Martin
to Henry D. Flood, August 23, 1893> September 9, 1893» September 19» 1893>
Flood Papers. Among those aiding Martin were A. P. Thom, second district
Democratic chairman, and James Hay vmo was elected seventh district Con-
gressman in 1896.

79
Fitzhugh Lee to Bradley Johnson, December 22, 1893> Fitzhugh Lee

Papers, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, hereinafter cited as Lee
Papers.

80
Disnatch. December 9, 1893.

^^homas S. lylartin to Henry D. Flood, September 19> 1893» October 13,
1893, November 11, 1893, Flood Papers.

82
R. H. Cardwell later became a Justice of the Virginia Supreirie Court,
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V/ith the battle over the senatorial nomination, thesupporters of l-iartin.

Virginia Democracy had already split into two wings with the new anti-

Cleveland wing supporting >lartin and the old Cleveland conservatives support-
83

The outline of the future silverite, sound-money split coulding Lee.

also be seen in the Martin-Lee fight, as Lee drew criticism for his avowed
g J

apposition to currency inflation. ^

The outcry over Martin's victoiy was immediate and vociferous among

Joseph Bryan's Richmond Times took the lead in attackingLee supporters.
85

Martin and demanding an investigation of the election. However, an in-
86

vestigation comniittee failed to turn up any concrete proof of corruption.

Lee andthough Martin had undoubtedly used railroad funds to his advantage.

his supporters were aware of the effect of the Ifertin election on their

They were quick to attack the new Senator and hisposition in the party.

associates, though couching their criticisms in the guise of reform senti-

Lee optimistically spoke of a "Reform Democratic party vs. a R. R.

Dem. ^Democratic^ Party"^”^
ments.

as already developing, though Lee was a man

Tyler, Men of Mark, I, 59. Camm Patteson was a state senator and continued
in that chamber for a nmber of years. Patteson had been a long-time pro-
ponent of business regulation, Tyler, Men of Plark, III, 300-303. Wickham
was one of the most prominent members of the State Senate. He was a lawyer
for the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad and a farmer, Tyler, Men of Mark. I,
254-256. Thom was second district party chairman. Hurt was an old veteran
of Virginia politics, having been a leader in the battle against Mahone,
Tyler, Men of iiark. Ill, 181-183.

Other non-caucus members supporting ilartin included Francis R. Lassiter,
United States Attorney in Petersburg. Lassiter was to lose his job because
of his support of silver.

83 J. N. Stubbs to William A. Jones, December 23, 1893, Jones Papers.
gj^J. N. Stubbs to William A. Jones, December 23, 1893, Jones Papers.
85
Richmond Times, December 8, 1893, Decem>ber 9, 1893•

86.
Richmond State, December 20, 1893, December 21, 1893*

87
Fitzhugh Lee to Bradley Johnson, December 22, 1893, Lee Papers.
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Senator ^lartin had been awith as many business associations as ^lartin.

friend of the railroads during the battle over regulation in 1891 and 1892,

and railroad executives Barbour Thompson and VJilliam A. Glascow became
88

However, Ixlartin dia not hesitate to join with theI'lartin supporters.

popular wing of the party when political necessity demanded it.

As the depression continued into 1894, the disillusionment with the
89

Cleveland adrainistration continued to grow in the Old Dominion. In

V/ashington the battle over the currency question continued. The Seignorage

Bill, providing for coinage of some of the treasury's accumulated silver.

was passed by Congress with the Virginia delegation in solid support.

Congressman Swanson, with an eye on his Southside constituency, had also
90

attempted to get the 10 percent tax on state banks repealed. Cleveland's

veto of the Seignorage Bill incensed the Virginia silver men. The Presi-

dent's refusal to compromise on the currency issue, along with his apparent

cavorting with Wall Street in the gold-bond deals, was more than the Vir-
91

ginians could accept. The administration, they felt, had betrayed the

Democratic party, and the President's views on the coinage of silver seemed

„92"more extreme . . . than any Republican Predecessor. The money issue

drove the Democrats of the Old Dominion irrevocably out of the Cleveland

camp.

In December, 1894, the prospect of a popular revolt over the money issue

88
Reeves, "i'lartin. Committee Statesman," 350. Thompson was manager of

the Richmond and Danville Railroad, and Glascow was a lavjyer for uhe
Norfolk and Western.

89
J. N. Stubbs to William A. Jones, Tiarch 30, 1894, Jones Papers.

90
Ferrell, "Claude Swanson," 61-62.

91
J. N. Stubbs to William A. Jones, Fiarch 30, 1894> Jones Papers.

92
Judge J. C. Ewell to William A. Jones, March 31» 1896, Jones Papers.
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was growing more likely both within the national and Virginia Democratic

The farmers who had been unable to secure redress of grievances.parties.

through first the Farmer's Alliance and then the Populists, tried to dominate

the Democratic party to accomplish their goals. The events of 1895 and 1896

were to produce one of the more bitter schisms in the history of the American

The demand for free silver was to become the sole battle cry ofDemocracy.

agrarian insurgents, both in Virginia and the nation. The next two years

were to be trying and challenging times for the Virginia Democracy.



CHAPTER II

THE ROAD TO STAUNTON

During 1895 anH. the Spring of 1896, the silver wing of the Virginia

Democratic party laid the groundwork for victory at the party's state

convention in Staunton in June, 1896. Concurrently, the Virginia Democracy

faced a Republican-Populist challenge in the 1895 state elections and a

In the 1895 Generalrising popular agitation for constitutional reform.

Assembly elections, both silverite and sound-money Democrats agreed to

close ranks in the interest of party unity. Virginia's Democratic silver

In 1895men agreed not to make an open fight on the money issue in 1895•

and early 1896, silver shared the spot3j.ght with the constitutional reform

Constitutional reformers met at Roanoke in May, 1895 and continued

their unsuccessful fight for reform in the 1896 General Assembly in January,

issue.

1896. However, the silver issue soon overshadowed all others as the sil-

verites gained an overwhelming majority of delegates to the state convention

at Staunton.

The threat of a Republican-Populist "fusion"^ in 1895 forced the Demo-

crats to put aside the divisive currency issue temporarily, though silver

A Republican-Populist coalitionagitation was far from absent in the state.

succeeded in North Carolina in 1894 and William Mahone led an attempt to
2

accomplish the same in Virginia, tohone convened a so-called "Honest

^"Fusion" in this case meant mutual cooperation, rather than an actual
merger of the tv;o parties. The same was true of the 1894 campaign in North
Carolina; see, Robert F. Durden, The Climax of Populism; The Election of
1896 (Lexington, Ky., 1965), 9-10, hereinafter cited as Durden, Climax of
Populism.

2
Durden, Climax of Populism, 9-10; New York Times. January 15, 1895>

i4arch 15, 1895*
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Elections" conference in Petersburg on August 2, 1895> attended by leading
3

Populists and Republicans with a sprinkling of a few minor Democrats.

Though the conference drew the derision of Democratic newspapers,^ the

renewed Populist-Republican threat v/orried the Democrats, and Democratic

leaders subordinated the money issue. An open fight on the currency ques-

tion would split the party and severely damage the Democratic cause in the

fall elections.

In spite of calls for Democratic unity, Virginia silver men were

active both within the state and nationally. Silverite Congressman Peter J.

Otey of the Sixth District attempted to promote a state convention to dis-

Otey sent out a circular calling for a state con-

vention "of all who concur in these £free silve:^ views at some time and

place to be made known by publication."^
responses from the "selected gentlemen" to whom letters were sent in

cuss the money issue.

Although Otey claimed 1200

virtually every section of the state, the State Central Committee killed

this idea before it could get started.^ A delegation led by Senator Daniel

attended the Washington Silver Conference in mid-August, 1895* The Virginia

delegation of sixteen members, including Otey and Senator Marshall McCormick
7

of Berryville, was the largest delegation at the conference. owing to a

3
Dispatch. August 3> 1895*

_ Leading Populists attending included
General Field, Edmund R. Cocke, candidate for Governor in 1893j and
J. Haskins Hobson, State Populist Chairman.

^Dispatch. August k, 1895; Staunton Vindicator. August 9» 1895*

^Dispatch. July 31> 1895*

^Dispatch. Ax;igust 10, 1895> July 21, 1895.
1-
McCormick was for many years state senator from Clarke County and had

been co-sponsor of the Anderson-iicCormick election lawj Tyler, Men of Mark.
Ill, 241-243. Other members of the delegation included House of Delegates
members Baker P. Lee of Elizabeth City County and R. S. Powell of Brunswick;
General Assembly Register. 210-211; J. R. Wingfield, County Treasurer of
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combination of geographical proximity to V^ashington and the strong pro-silver
8

sentiment in the state. Congressmen VJilliam A. Jones and Claude Sv/anson

were also invited, though Swanson was unable to attend and Jones arrived
9

Along with his Senatorial colleagues James K. Jones of Arkansas,late.

Isham G. Harris of Tennessee, and David Turpie of Indiana, Senator Daniel

was on the key committee to draft a resolution of purpose for the conference.

The Virginia delegation worked vigorously to limit the work of the

coriference to the establishment of a pro-silver national organization within
10

the Democratic party and an endorsement of free silver. The Virginia

delegates appeared unanimous in their concern that no endorsement be made

The majority were not in favor ofof the idea of a separate silver party.

endorsing Populistic ideas of men like Governor John P. Altgeld of Illinois,

though State Senator McConnick and Congressman Jones had publicly favored

increased government regulation of business while Frank Hume of Alexandria
11

was a warm supporter of labor. Altgeld was one of the best known of the

klidv/estem silver leaders and was counted among those who favored the adoption

of most of the economic and political reforms proposed by the Populists. In

Albemarle County, who later became a member of the State Corporation Commis-
sion; Tyler, Men of Mark, IV, 28; and Frank Hume, a liberal-minded
Alexandria businessman. Hme had given sympathetic aid to members of
"Coxey's Army" in 1894; Tyler, Men of Mark, IV, 203-204. Hume’s presence
was indicative of the active support of labor for free silver, at least in
Northern Virginia; see also. Dispatch, November 1, 1896.

8
Twenty-two states were represented, including all the Southern
Illinois, Indiana, Nebraska, and l-iissouri also sent large dele-

Illinois and Missouri had
states.

gations; along with Colorado and North Dakota,
thirteen delegates each.

^Dispatch, August 15, 1895.

^^Dispatch. August 15, 1895.
11
Dispatch. August 15, 1895; Tyler, Men of Mark. Ill, 241-243; Tyler,

Men of Mark. IV, 203-204.
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12
his sympathetic attitude toward labor, Altgeld even outdid the Populists.

The governor represented the wing of the silver movement with which Daniel

and his followers did not seek association.

The moderates at the VJashington Conference were also haunted by fears

of a Democratic party split, possibly led by "Pitchfork" Ben Tillman of

South Carolina. V/ith the aid of the Farmer's Alliance, Senator Tillman

successfully led the agrarian forces in his state in a fight to capture

13
the Democratic party,

agrarian forces capture the Democratic party in 1896, but he did not hesi-

Tillman hoped to see the Southern and Western

tate to make thinly veiled threats of a bolt if the Cleveland forces won

14at the 1896 national convention. Along with United States Senator Marion

Butler of North Carolina, Tillman made provocative declarations that

worried the Virginians at 'Washington. Tillman and Butler spoke in Concord,

North Carolina, on the eve of the Washington Conference, and both hinted

that they favored a separate silver party. They pictured the silver people

meeting in Washington as tools of the "gold bugs" within the Democratic
15

These threats brandished by Tillman stimulated Daniel and hisparty.

followers to prevent their becoming a reality at Washington. The upcoming

state elections and the absolute necessity for Democratic xmity was a major
16

consideration in their minds. In addition, although he publicly

12
Faulkner, Polities, Reform and EKoansion. 178-180.

13
Hicks, Populist Revolt, 143-146; Francis Butler Simkins, Pitchfork

Ben Tillman; South Carolinian (Baton Rouge, 1944), 327, a complete biog-
raphy of Tillman, hereinafter cited as Simkins, Pitchfork Ben Tillman.

^Simkins, Pitchfork Ben Tillman. 327.

15
Dispatch, August 14, 1895. Marion Butler was President of the

"National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial Union" and was the recognized
leader of the North Carolina Populists. D\;rden, Climax of Populism. 7.

16
Dispatch, August 13, 1895.
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17disclaimed it, Daniel harbored presidential ambitions. Thus he would

irrevocably jeopardize his future by associating himself with any move to

split the Democratic party.

The conference opened at noon on August 14, 1895 and lasted for two

days. The working sessions were secret, although reporters were briefed by

Senator Jones. A steering committee of one member from each state repre-

sented was set up to plan the proceedings. Daniel was a member of that

18
On the second and final day of the conference. Governorcommittee.

William P. Stone of I-iissouri addressed the delegates and presented the

They had come to Washington,

the committee stated, to meet and counsel together "so that they [the dele-

gate^ may go forward as one man, with a resolute purpose to rescue the old
.,19

steering committee's statemient of purpose.

party founded by Thomas Jefferson from plutocratic domination. There-

after followed a declaration on the money question and a plan of organiza-

tion for 1896. The currency declaration stated that the Democratic party

had been one of bimetallism since the days of Jefferson, referred to the

"crime of '73>" the year silver was demonetized, and called for free
20

coinage of silver.

The plan of organization included a national committee composed of a

representative from each state who would be responsible for organizing the

silver forces within the Democratic party. In addition, an executive

committee, including Senator Harris and Governor Stone, would provide

Each member of the Executiveregional coordination for a silver campaign.

17Dispatch. Play 22, 1895*
18
Dispatch. August 15, 1895.

19
Dispatch. August 16, 1895.

20
Dispatch. August 16, 1895.
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21
Comreiittee would be responsible for a particular section of the countiy.

Virginia's seat on the silver National Committee was offered to Senator

Daniel, but he declined in favor of his close associate and protege. Con-
22

Otey's appointment allowed Daniel to direct thegressman Peter J. Otey.

organization of the silver forces while remaining in the background.

As the Virginia Delegation left, Washington after the two-day confer-

ence, their thoughts returned to the upcoming state elections. iiahone 's

"Honest Elections" conference in early August had brought about a shaky

Republican-Populist fusion, and the Democrats were forced to tose every

weapon at their command to gain victory. iiahone died in October, decreas-

ing the Republican-Populist threat somevvhat, but this event only served to

make the silver men bolder. The party leaders had their hands full in

trying to contain the silverites and reformers within the party. In general.

however, Virginia Democrats dutifully muffled their demands and fell in

23line for the election battle. Evqi Carter Glass, an outspoken critic

of the Walton Election Law, suddenly became silent on the subject of elec-

24tion reform. Also, the Democratic silverites had agreed not to push

publicly the currency issue in the state, although they continued to pro-

mote their cause within party ranks. As a result, Daniel and his followers

21
Pispatch, August 16, 1895; C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New

South lo77-1913 (Baton Rouge, 195l)> 180-181, hereinafter cited as Woodward,
Origins of the Nevf South.

^^Dispatch, August 16, 1895; Doss, "John Warwick Daniel," 177-179.
Daniel and Congressman Paul Edmonds had fought unsuccessfully to win a
federal job for Otey at Lynchburg in 1893. Paul C. Edmonds to William A.
Jones, June 25, 1893, June 28, 1893, Jones Papers. Daniel was also instru-
mental in helping Otey get elected to Congress in 1894. Poindexter, "Pre-
congressional Career of Carter Glass," 210-211.

^^William F. Rhea to Henry Flood, December 2, 1895, Flood Papers.
24
Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 214-215.
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25 Governor O'Ferrall and other sound money men weredrew some criticism.

26
displeased, while Martin and state party Chairaan J. Taylor Ellyson were

concerned about the threat to party unity that silverite agitation presented.

The hope for an endorsement of a constitutional convention to reform

the state government also fell victim to the drive for unity. A group of

reform minded men met in Roanoke in mid-Miay, and demanded a constitutional

The party leadership, already concerned with party divisions.convention.

regarded this conference as "frought with much danger," and calls were

issued to leading members of the party to attend, so that the "wisest and
27

most representative men of the party" would be present to control it.

The Roanoke conference, initiated by local Democrats W. 0. Hardaway, I*Iayor

S. E. Jones and others, was an outgrowth of the increasing agitation for

constitutional reform to reduce the large expenses of the state goverrmient
28

and to correct irregularities at the ballot box. A statewide call for a

conference was issued on May 15, and a "large number of the most prominent
29

and influential people of the state" signified their intention to attend.

25
John Warwick Daniel to ’William A. Jones, September 11, 1895> Jones
Daniel remarked on criticism from within the party of the silverPapers.

men.

26
Ellyson was former l^ayor of Richmond and had replaced Basil B.

Gordon as state chairman in 1890, Tyler, Men of Mark, I, 183-185. He was
a skilled and flexible politician viio managed to ride out the divisive
party battle of 1896 by endorsing free silver.

27
J. Taylor Ellyson to William A. Jones, March 30, 1895, Jones Papers.

28
Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 171-172.

Mayor Jones and Hardaway were both confirmed silverites, indicative of a
strong undercurrent of general reform sentiment within the silver movement.

29 "Conference Today," Roanoke Times, Hay 15, 1895, hereinafter cited
as Roanoke Times. Fitzhugh Lee also announced his hope of attending the
conference, though he claimed to be unable to do so. Roanoke Times.
May 12, 1895• Governor O'Ferrall was vague and non-committal on the
question of constitutional reform ana did not attend the conference.
Roanoke Times. May 14, 1895*
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The most prominent of the party leaders attending the conference was Senator

Daniel, who took the lead in cautioning moderation and delay. In a thirty

minute speech before the conference, he talked more about the money issue

than about constitutional reform and added that vriiile he favored a new

constitution, he was "not in favor of pushing thau issue to the front of

..30all others. Daniel was also active in helping to draw up a rather

innocuous resolution calling upon the next General Assembly to "submit the

question of holding such a convention £for 'constitutional revision7 to the

people just as soon as expedient, in its judgment, all surroimdings con-

..31sidered.

With the reformers temporarily quieted, the Democrats waged a vigorous
32

campaign. However, in spite of Democratic vhite supremacy appeals and

the .'Democratic avoidance of the money and reform issues, the Republican-

Populist "fusion" met with some success in xmnning 32 of the 120 contested
33

seats in the General Assembly. However, the Democrats maintained control

of the legislature by a comfortable margin of more than three to one in

both houses. Nevertheless, the election reflected a distaste for the Walton

It also showed a "profound discontent with existing conditions, aLaw.

psychological state which caused the loss of Congress by the Democrats in

30Roanoke Times. ^lay 16, 1895.
31

Roanoke Times ^ May 16, 1895. There were men from every congressional
district at the conference, representing a complete geographical crossection
of the state.

32Senator Daniel was among those making numerous speeches for the
party throughout the state. John W. Daniel to V/illiam A. Jones, October 9»
1895# Jones Papers.

33The Virginia General Assembly contains 140 seats. However, only
one half of the 40 seats in the State Senate are subject to election each
two years, while the entire 100 member House of Delegates is reelected
every two years.
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..341894 2.nd greatly weakened the domnant party in Virginia in 1895* The

Democrats would have to heed the rising popular discontent.

Folloid.ng the 1895 election, the Democratic party leadership was sub-

jected to increasing popular pressure on the currency issue. Virginia's

Democratic congressmen faced the prospect of an aroused public in their bids

for reelection in 1896, while a new Central Committee was to be selected by

Leaders in and out of office were sciniti-the forthcoming state convention.

nized for their money views, as support for free silver became a test of

Although they did not face electionloyalty to a reform-minded populace,

in 1896, Senator llartin. Governor O'Ferrall, members of the General Assembly,

and even local officials were queried on their currency stand. In addition.

other influential party raembers, as Joseph Bryan of the Richmond Times.

were judged by their attitude toward free silver. The public careers and

political influence of many party leaders seemed to hang in the balance.

Even with unity-minded leaders discouraging such actions, every county but

Governor 0‘Ferrall's Rockbridge County had declared for free silver in
35 The growing agitation v/ithin the Democratic partytheir county meetings.

on the money question represented a greater threat to the supremacy of the

conservative elements of the party than did the Republicans and Populists

36 This leadership in the past usually catered toin the previous election.

the business and commercial interests of the state, while merely paying lip

Even in the Southside, many of the partyservice to agrarian interests.

leaders associated themselves with the railroads and were often in their

34Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, 112.
35
Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 217.

36
Moore, "James Gaven Field," 246.
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37 Inflation would be harmful to the interests of the creditor-employ.

businessmen v/ith whom many party leaders shared a common interest.

A wedge had, nonetheless, been driven between the rural and urban busi-

ness elements of the party over the currency and reform issues. "The patch-

,.38work Democracy put together in 1883 was threatening to come unglued. The

Democratic party would have to make some accommodation with the reform ele-

Thements in the state in order to save Democratic unity and supremacy.

road the Virginia Democracy would take was determined by the nature of the

silver leadership in the state. Most Democratic free silver leaders were

already members of the party power structure or were vying for dominant

positions, and there was no desire to go outside party ranks to promote

Using their broad base of popular support, the silvercurrency reform.

Democrats were in a position to enhance their party status while, at the

same time, promoting free silver. The sound money Cleveland element of

the party, including Governor O’Ferrall, Congressmen Henry St. George Tucker,

40Smith Turner, and Tazwell Ellett, Joseph Bryan, Severely B. iviunford and

others, crippled their political careers and party influence by their oppo-

sition to currency inflation. The old-guard Cleveland supporters were to

be virtually eliminated from party councils, as others heeded the popvilar

outcry for reform.

37a. J. Montague Papers, Virginia State Library, Richmond. Montague,
of Danville, was employed as an assistant division counsel by the Southern
Railway; see letters to W. H. Payne, Division Counsel, VJarrenton, Virginia
of May 18, 1895; July 27, 1895; January 2, 1896; April 10, 1896; May 30,
1896, et al.

38poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 220.
39Judge J. C. Ewell to vailiam A. Jones, March 31, 1896, Jones Papers.
^ Tazwell Ellett was a Richmond businessman who had sejrved as Third

District congressman since 1892. He was to fail in his bid for renomina-
tion in 1896.
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The year 1896 began with the General Assembly session in Richmond and

a meeting of the democratic National Committee at Washington in January.

While little major legislation was passed in the General Assembly, reformers

advocated cutting the large administrative expenses of the state government

41and improving election procedures. An attempt was made to revise the

'Walton Law, but conservatives in the Senate were able to water dovvn the

reform Parker Act. foung Henry Flood of Appomattox led the arguments
42

against it in the Senate. The Assembly passed a bill authorizing a

referendum on a constitutional convention, but its opponents were able to

delay the vote until ikiy, 1897.^^ The meeting of the Democratic National
44Committee was attended by Governor O'Ferrall,

Ellyson, State Executive Committee chairman, and pro-silver Congressman

'William A. Jones, also a comiriittee member.

along with J. Taylor

In an interview with a

Ivashington Post reporter, O'Ferrall displayed an air of calm confidence

about the impending polit,ical year. He voiced the opinion that differences

would be resolved on the money question and that the cause of party unity

41
Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 198. Eugene

Withers, of Danville, speaking in the 1894 General Assembly, had pointed
out that Virginia's government cost more than North Carolina's and Georgia's
combined.

Charges of corruption and electioneering at the polls were often
voiced; see, George R. Holman to Henry D. Flood, November 13, 1895# Flood
Papers.

42
Henry D. Flood to Thomas S. Martin, January 14, 1896, Flood Papers;

Dispatch. February 23, 1896.
JO

^^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 222.
44O'Ferrall was a leader of the sound money camp,

and the 'Ring'," 453-
Wynes, "O'Ferrall

45J. Taylor Ellyson to 'William A. Jones, January 10, 1896, Jones
Ellyson telegraphed Jones to inform himi that Martin ana SwansonPapers.

had helped get the stape committee to place Jones on the National Committee.
Martin had "communicated with other £statejf committee members" in Jones
behalf.
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46
O'Ferrall proved to be a rather poor forecasterwould again be paramount.

of political developments.

In x-iarch the newspapers of the state squared off for an intense edi-

Papers such as Carter Glass’s Lynch-torial battle on the currency issue.

burg News. led the demand for adoption of free silver by the Staunton

On the sound-money side, Joseph Bryan's Richmond Times wasconvention.

Standing somewhat inthe leading voice of the gold faction in the state.

47
the middle was the Richmond Dispatch edited by W. Dallas Chesterman.

Although basically sympathetic to the silver cause, the Dispatch was far

less adamant than much of the silver press. The paper took the lead in

cautioning restraint and compromise and was among the critics of extreme

action by the silver forces. Demands for a firm statement on the free-

silver issue were numerous, as the Pdchmond Dispauch predicted that the

Staunton convention would be "the most important convention that our party

■AShas had since 1883 • • The Dispatch also noted that it was a fore-

gone conclusion that the leading topic at the Staunton convention would be

The state's editors showered the populace with athe money question.

barrage of editorials. Silver was portrayed as a practical and necessary

solution for the economic relief of the masses and as a dangerous and

,.49visionary economic fallacy by the "gold bugs. The silver people were

in no mood to listen to any talk of a compromise. Ominously for the

sound money bloc, the pro-silver forces and their editorial advocates

46
V/ashington Post, January 26, 1896.

47
Chesterman was editor of the Pis natch from 1890 until 1903, when

the paper merged with the Richmond Times.

^^Dispatch. March 17, 1896.
49
lynchburg News. March 31> 1896, hereinafter cited as News; Richmond

Times. April 4, 1896.
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demanded an end to the Democratic straddle on the currency issue. They

warned the party that they would not allov/ their monetary desires to go

50
unsatisfied for another year.

By April determined silverites were hard at work to assure that the

Old Dominion v/ould go to Chicago with a solid silver delegation that would

On April 6, 1896 Congressman

Otey', vriio had been working to organize silver forces since the Washington

fight for a pro-silver presidential nominee.

51 launched the formal silver campaign by issuing a circularConference,

The circular called on eachto local silver supporters in the state.

locality to hold meetings to select delegates for the Staunton convention
52

favorable to free silver. Otey called for all free silver Democrats to:

Assemble at their county seats or some other convention place on
or before the next court and at some central point in each of the
wards of the cities and towns, as soon as possible, and organize to
the end that when primary elections or meetings are called, they
will be ready to select a silver Democrat to represent them.^"^

Unlike his 1895 circular, Otey's 1896 handbill was a public call to all

state silver supporters to launch an organized effort toward the specific

end of capturing the Virginia Democracy for the cause of free silver.

"Otey's Circular" was the opening shot in the battle for control of the

Democratic state convention, the first step toward the organization of

"silver clubs" and other pro-silver organizations at local levels. The

Dispatch commented that the circular indicated that "the silver Democrats

^*^Roanoke Times. April 11, 1896, see also Judge J. C. Ewell to
William A. Jones, tjarch 31> 1896, Jones Papers.

51
John W. Daniel to William A. Jones, October A, 1895, Jones Papers.

Daniel requested that Jones supply the names of several prominent silver
men in Jones* district because "llajor Otey wants to confer with them."

^^Dis-patch, April 7, 1896.

^^Dispatch, April 7, 1896.
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of Virginia mean to make the currency Question prominent in all of the

primary meetings to be held for the election of delegates to the state

convention. ” The Dispatch also issued a warning to the gold Democrats

to organize at the local level if they hoped to prevent a pro-silver
55

stampede at Staunton.

Ivhile the Democrats were girding for battle over the currency issue

in March and April, the other parties in the state were holding their con¬

ventions. In late March the fledgling Prohibition party convened its

56 There were many silver supporters in its ranks.convention in Roanoke,

but a proposed resolution endorsing free silver was solidly defeated. The

Prohibition leaders felt they could only hurt their cause by dabbling in
57

what they considered an extraneous issue. Follov/ing the Prohibitionist

convention, the Populists met in Richmond on April 4, 1896. The Populists

were caught in the avicward position of losing their biggest vote-getting

issue to the Democrats, and their membership was declining. Nevertheless,

General James Gaven Field engaged in wishful thinking when he predicted

that both the Democrats and Republicans would have sound-money platforms

and that the Populists would gain the silver vote.^^ Three weeks later

^^Dispatch. April 8, 1896.

^^Dispatch, April 8, 1896.
56
Agitation for prohibition was increasing in Virginia, and the move-

ment was to grov/ to prominence in the next decade xinder the leadership of
V/illiam Hodges Mann and Reverend James Gannon, Jr. ; see Henry C. Ferrell, Jr.,
"Prohibition, Reform and rolitics in Virginia, 1895-1916," Studies in the
History of uhe South, in East Carolina College Publications in History
(Greenville, 196?), 175; hereinafter cited as Ferrell, "Prohibition, Reform
and Politics"; see also, John VM Duncan to William A. Jones, April 24,
1896, Jones Papers. Accomack County in Jones' District was among those
alreac^ voting dry.

^'^New York Times. April 1, 1896; see also, Moore, "James Gaven Field,"
248.

Nev.'S, April 5, 1896.
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the Republicans asserribled at Staunton. Their convention produced few sur-

prises. They strongly endorsed William McKinley, whom they termed "the

„59Napoleon of protection, the pioneer of promised prosperity. The platform

completely ignored the money question and made only fleeting reference to

the proposed constitutional convention. Referring to the proposed conven¬

tion, the Republicans accused the Damocrats of making an effort to disfran-

chise illiterate voters in the state and of trying to destroy Republican
60

inspired progress. Both Republican and Democratic leaders were appre-

hensive about a constitutional convention. Republicans feared the possible

destruction of their already declining base of power at the hands of a

constitutional convention certain to be dominated by Democrats, whose major

aim might well be a narrowing of the franchise. However, leaders of the

Democratic party were still too unsure of their control of the state and

the party to risk a constitutional convention over which they could not

exercise complete control. Fears of a permanent party split haunted the
61

Democrats as the rumblings of popular discontent continually grew louder.

The time for the Democratic convention was barely a month away, and

April was a busy four weeks for the free silver forces. On April 13

Senator Daniel delivered the keynote speech for the silver campaign when

he spoke at the Jefferson Day celebrations in Charlottesville. Daniel

argued that the party of Jefferson concerned itself with the masses and

that Democrats had traditionally supported silver as a medium of exchange.

He concluded with a call to the advocates of the free silver cause:

^%heldon. Populism in the Old Dominion. 122.
60

New York Times, April 24, 1896; Appleton's Annual Cyclopedia (1897)>
812.

Taylor Bllyson to William A. Jones, March 30> 1895> Jones Papers.
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If we had the steadfast devotion to principle which was so commendable
in Jefferson, we would hold to this principle £'free silverj^ and not
let it go at the behgst
and European Kings.

of American usurers and British bond-holders

In the weeks following Daniel's speech, the silver forces in Virginia

built up a commanding lead. By early May the prospects for free silver in

Virginia appeared to be excellent, as the local delegations to Staunton

were chosen by county and ward caucuses throughout the state. These local

party gatherings were usually held at courthouses or town halls and were

presided over by the county chairman or some other prominent local party

leader. One of the earliest county conventions, that of V/estmoreland

County on April 28, became the first of a long list of counties to endorse
64

free silver. A rapid succession of county caucuses in all sections of

the state endorsed silver. On the currency issue, the state was geographi-

cally divided between its rural and urban sections, with some pockets of

gold support in the agricultural regions of the Valley. The Southside,
65which suffered most severely from the depression, was solidly for silver.

Those areas favoring sound money were the commercial centers of Richmond,

62
Text of speech in John Warwick Daniel Papers, Alderman Library,

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, hereinafter cited as Daniel
Papers, University of Virginia.

63
A ’Washington Post survey in early May indicated that the silver

forces nationally were moving to>ra.rd a majority in the coming Deimocratic
national convention. The Post count indicated 396 for gold, 350 for silver,
and 150 undecided, though many of these were in agricultural regions.
States listed for silver outside the South were California, Colorado,
Idaho, Kansas, Missouri, Nevada, North Dakota, and Washington. States
listed in the doubtful column but in agricultural regions were Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, South Dakota, and, interestingly, Nebraska. Washington
Post. May 4, 1896.

^^ispatch. April 29, 1896.
65
Every county in the Southside endorsed free silver at the county
Every city of the region endorsed silver with the exception ofcaucus.

Petersburg; see appendix.
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Norfolk, and Petersburg. The relatively prosperous truck-farming region

of Northern Virginia was split on the money issue, while silver had rough

sledding in the Rockingham-Augusta-Rockbridge County region of the central

The state's major cities were dominated by the business orientedValley.

aristocracy, who had no use for the free silver inflation scheme, while the

central Valley was the home region of two influential gold men. Governor

O'Ferrall of Rockbridge County and Tenth District Congressman Henry St.
66

George Tucker of Lexington led the gold forces of this region.

In spite of the scattered sound-money support, results of the state's

county Democratic conventions assured an ove-n'rtneTTning pro-silver state

convention, and most counties also adopted the potentially divisive unit

The unit rule would allow the chairman of the Virginia delegationrule.

to cast the entire vote as the majority decreed. As might be expected.

the most enthusiastic support for the unit rule was found in the strongly

pro-silver Southside, The Danville city convention was typical of many

local Southside meetings; here Democrats elected a completely pro-silver
67

delegation and enthusiastically endorsed the unit rule. The meeting

also passed a resolution of support for their young pro-silver Congressman,
68

Claude Sv;anson, and Senator Daniel, Among nimerous other counties

66
Morton, Virginia Biography, V, 3* Tucker was a Cleveland supporter

and maintained a sound-money stand in 1896 that haunted his political
career for many years; see, Ferrell, "Prohibition, Reform and Politics,"
213.

67
The Danville silverites v;ere led by local leaders Eugene Withers

and N. H. Massie. Withers was State Senator from Pittsylvania County
and Danville and had been an early advocate of state reforms. Massie was
Danville law partner of A. J. Montague. He was to join the fight, along
with Congressman Swanson, for a strong unit rule to bind the delegation
to Chicago.

68
'Washington Post, l-iay 13, 1896.
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endorsing the rule were Richmond and Powhatan counties, in the Southside

Fourth District, and Pulaski and Botetourt counties in the Shenandoah
69

Led by William B. Pettit, Fluvanna County Democrats were almostValley.
70

unanimous for free silver.

The unit rule was a subject of considerable debate and bitter con-

troversy in the state, and at Staunton the issue threatened to stir up

As early as inarch, the question of the adoption ofviolent antagonisms.

the unit rule was debated in the state's newspapers and among party mem-

bers. The sound money Democrats were opposed to the idea. Many moderate

silver spokesmen cautioned against trying to force the rule upon the state

convention. The adoption of the unit rule at Staunton might cause the

Initially, Senator Daniel was amongsound money forces to bolt the party.

those who favored the adoption of the unit lule. All of his public state-

On April 28,ments on the issue in April and May indicated his support.

the Senator published an open letter to vl. 0 Hardaway of Roanoke. The

letter was ostensibly an apology for being unable to attend a Roanoke

However, Daniel took the opportunity to make afree silver meeting.

public statement of his views on the unit rule:

It is quite obvious that the people are in no mood to tolerate a
straddle or other devices that look both ways. I believe . . .

that the rule of the majority CLthe unit rulC7 is the only rulf
which can tend toward harmony and integrity of organization.'

69
Dispatch, May 1896; Thomas Staples Martin-Day Family Papers,

Alderman Library, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, hereinafter
cited as i'lartin-Day Papers. 14artin kept a scrapbook of news clippings
showing how each county voted in its local'meeting.

70
Dudley R. Bestin to Henry D. Flood, April 28, 1896, Flood Papers.

Pettit was the 71 year old Commonwealth's Attorney of Fluvanna County. He
was a well known local party leader and later attended the 1902 constitu-
tional convention.

'^^Dispatch, inarch 26, 1896.
"^^Richmond Times, April 28, 1896; News, April 29j 1896.
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Carter Glass's I^chburg News often closely reflected Senator Daniel's

Glass was later to become one of the best known Virginia politiciansviews.

of the twentieth century, but in 1896 he had yet to hold his first public

Glass had, nonetheless, made a reputation for himself both as a

journalist and as a leader in the Democratic party.

office.

Along with Senator

Daniel, he was an early supporter of the free silver crusade, primarily out
74 and his paper was usually con-of sympathy for the downtrodden farmer.

sidered the leading free silver journal in the state. Glass was also an

early advocate of the unit rule at Staunton. He contended that there was

ample precedent for such a rule. Glass argued that since the state voted

as a unit for the President, they should use the same procedure in voting
75

for the party nominee.

However, there were other, less adamant silver supporters in the state.

These men were more concerned with the danger to party unity the unit rule

threatened than with guaranteeing a completely silver delegation to Chicago.

The Iilichmond Dispatch ran an editorial almost daily urging the silver Demo-
76

crats against seeking the iinit rule. "Better to have a divided delega-

,,77tion to Chicago," the Dispatch argued, "than have a divided party at home.

The Dispatch admitted that the silver forces could probably force the unit

73
'^Morton, Virginia Biography. IV, 5*

74Carter Glass to John W. Daniel, August 18, 1893> John Warwick Daniel
Papers, ^lanuscript Department, Dxike University, Durham, hereinafter cited as
Daniel Papers, Duke University. Glass admitted to Daniel that he understood
the technical arguments on the money issue only vaguely, but that he was
convinced of the correctness of their stand on the money issue.

'^^News. April 12, 1896, April 21, 1896. Glass was referring to the
electoral college provision that a state's entire electoral vote goes to
the winner of a popular majority.

'^^Dispatch. April 17, 1896.
77Dispatch. April 17, 1896.
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rule through, but they argued that such action would not be in the best

interests of the silver cause. "It might," said the Dispatch, "be the

beginning of a dangerous schism in our party in Virginia. The Staunton

Daily Nevra also noted considerable opposition to the unit rule from people
7Q

on both sides of the money question.*' The first inimblings of a sound-money

bolt could be heard as the degate over the currency issue and unit rule

intensified. i-Iany silver suppoihiers, however, seemed totally unconcerned
80

about the possibility of a party split. They were well on their way to

victory, and no one was going to thwart their plans with emotional appeals

They proceeded to savor the first courses of their victory.to party unity.

lr\(hile the party leadership debated the unit rule, the results of the

county meetings increasingly made the whole question a purely academic one.

One locality after another, particularly in the Southside, adopted reso-

lutions endorsing both free silver and the unit rule. Halifax County was

one notable exception. Meeting at Houston £*Halifax7, the Halifax County
81

Democrats were led by Paul C. Edmonds and V/illiam Peter Barksdale, the

,,82"silver tongued orator of Toots Creek. The delegates overwhelmingly

adopted a resolution endorsing free silver. But professional politicians

78
Dispatch. April 18, 1896.

79
Staunton Daily News, April 23, 1896, hereinafter cited as Daily News.

News, April 18, 1896, I‘iay 12, 1896.
80

81
Paul Edmonds had served as Sixth District congressman until 1894>

when he retired. He was still an influential man in Southside politics.
82
Barksdale was an active local politician. He was elected to the

House of Delegates in 1897 where he served to his death in 1908. He was
also one of the earliest Bryan supporters in Virginia and at the Chicago
convention. He won his lifelong nickname for his avowal of free silver
in 1896. Alfred W. Carter interview with Judge Edward D. Barksdale,
lynchburg, Va., June 29> 1968.
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seemed to control the situation, rather than agrarian amateurs, as a reso-

lution favoring the unit rule was decisively defeated thirty-three to

eight. Even in the heart of the agrarian Southside, some party leaders

worked to preserve party unity if possible.

In Eay rural Democrats from all sections of the state added their

counties to the long list of those endorsing free silver. Spotsylvania

and Caroline counties in the Northeast and Scott County in the far South-
84

west were among those passing silver resolutions.

Henry, Brunswick and Dinwiddie counties also favored silver.

In the Southside,

Senator

Daniel led the Democrats of his home base, Campbell County, in an endorse-
86

ment of free silver and the tinit rule. Practically the only exception
87in the Southside was the city of Petersburg, which favored sound money.

On My 20, the lynchburg Nevre published the results of its tally of

The results indicated the makings of a silver sweepcounties and cities.

at Staunton. Fifty-six localities had adopted free-silver resolutions.

while only Staunton and Buena Vista, due to the influence of Tucker and
88

O'Ferrall, had actually adopted gold resolutions. Although several

83
Dispatch, April 29, 1896. The Dispatch noted with approval the

action of the Halifax County Democrats and held up the example of Halifax
as one to be followed in other pro-silver coimties.

84
Scrapbook, Fiartin-Day Papers; R. C. Ailworth to William A. Jones,

May 11, 1896, Jones Papers,

^^Scrapbook, Martin-Day Papers; Dispatch. My 5» 1896, May 12, 1896.

Dispatch. May 12, 1896.
87
'Scrapbook, Martin-Day Papers.

86

88
News, May 20, 1896. Tucker's and O'Ferrall's home counties had

found themselves opposed to the majority of the party before, in Readjuster
days as opponents of the funding bills. Wynes, "O'Ferrall and the 'Ring',"
438.
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delegations were split on the money question, a delegation of free-silver
89

Democrats would be sent to Chicago by the Staunton Convention. Even in

areas where sound money advocates were strong, the pro-silver forces were

successful in gaining uninsuructed delegations to Staunton. In the Second

District of D. Gardner Tyler, who had voted for repeal of the Sherman Silver
90

many localities were divided on the currency issue.Purchase Act,

Northampton County, and the city of Suffolk and Nansemond County chose

A sampling of opinion among Suffolk delegates to thesplit delegations.

ward meeting indicated a majoid.ty opposed free silver and objected
91

bitterly to the unit rule. The Norfolk delegation to Staunton was

predominantly sound-money. They were led by John Glennan, editor of the

Norfolk Landmark, soon to organize the fight against the adoption of the
92

unit rule at Staunton.

Other localities, including Fairfax County and Alexandria in the

Northeast and ¥ythe County in the Southwest, selected split delegations
93with strong gold factions. But the center of the most intense support

With such conservative Democratsfor sound money was the Richmond area.

as Joseph Bryan, owner of the Richmond Times. leading the sound-money camp.

the gold Democrats managed to capture a substantial majority of Richmond's

89
Ne^vs, May 26, 1896.

on

Dispatch. August 29, 1896. Tyler was elected to Congress in 1892
after serving in the State Senate, Morton, Virginia Biography. IV, 138.

'^'Slichmond Times, May 5, 1896; Scrapbook, Martin-Day Papers. The
Nansemond County convention was presided over by sound-money supporter
James T. West, County Chairman. West was chosen as a delegate to Staunton
and later became a Second District delegate to the Chicago national
convention.

92
Dispatch. June 1896.

"^^Richmond Times. May 12, 1896.
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one-hiindred delegates; however, the silver forces made a strong showing,
94

winning thirty-five of the delegates. ^ For the silver forces to win this

many votes in the business oriented capital city was a victory of sorts.

Hov;ever, urban labor supported the free silver cause, and the Washington

Post commented that had the silver forces been better organized, they
95

might well have captured a majority of the delegation. The strong showing

of the silver forces in Richmond was oiving also to the refusal of some

gold supporters to participate in the choosing of delegates. With the

increasing possibility of a silver stampede at Staunton, many Richmond

gold men chose to disavow the state convention and any possible silver

candidate who might be selected at Chicago. Thus a group of about seven-

hundred Democratic gold, men in the city took the first step toward a full

party schism by issuing a declaration stating their refusal to participate

in selecting delegates to Staunton or to vote for any pro-silver Democratic
96

presidential candidate.

One effect of the silver wave in Virginia was to jeopardize the

reelection of the few sound-money congressmen in the state, while pro-silver
97

Congressman Smith S,congressmen could be relatively sure of reelection.

Turner, who succeeded Governor O'Ferrall as Seventh District congressman.

had endangered his position by voting with the Cleveland administration

As Turner, whose district was in the northernagainst currency inflation.

^^ispatch, tlay 22, 1896.
QC

•^Washington Post, Fiay 22, 1896.

^^Dispatch. May 22, 1896; Washington Post. May 22, 1896.
97
R. C. Ailworth to 'William A. Jones, April 25, 1896, and State

Senator J. N. Stubbs to William A. Jones, March 24, 1896, Jones Papers.
Stubbs reported to Jones that his renomination seemed secure and that
"you shall be elected."
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section of the Valley, Henry St. George Tucker, who represented the adjoining

Tenth District, was in trouble because of his support of the administration
98

Both men were to fail in their bids for renomination.on the money issue.
99

Turner was defeated by silverite James Hay, while State Senator Henry

Flood, capitalizing on anti-Cleveland sentiment, launched a successful cam-

paign to capture the Democratic nomination from Tucker. The use of the free

silver issue by Flood allowed him to lead his district's delegation at

Staunton. He had planned for some time to challenge Tucker for his congres-

100
sional seat.

In the few weeks remaining before the Staunton convention, to bolster

the silver cause, talk of Daniel as a possible vice-presidential nominee

circulated among Virginia Democrats. However, vhatever his national politi-
101

cal ambitions were, Daniel exhibited no interest in the Vice Presidency.

Daniel had no intention of accepting an office that often has been a quick

path to political oblivion, and he valued his position of leadership in the

Senate and within the Virginia Democracy. As the captain of the free-silver

forces, his strength was so great that he was expected to dominate completely

the state convention and to write the state party platform. Furthermore,

^^yJashington Post, June 4, 1896.
99 James Hay had served in the State Senate since 1893. A native of

yiadison County, he had also served as Commonwealth's Attorney from 1883
to 1893. lyon G. Tyler, Encyclopedia of Virginia Biography (Richmond, 1916),
V, 608-609, hereinafter cited as Tyler, Encycl. of Va Biography.

100
As early as 1894> Flood had thought of running for the Tenth

District congressional seat. R. D. Bowyer to Henry D. Flood, February 25,
1894. By early 1896, Flood was organizing his campaign to unseat Tucker.
Henry D. Flood to ¥. C. Trent, February 22, 1896; Henry D. Flood to
E,. ¥. Hubbard, February 22, 1896; John H. Flood to Henry D. Flood,
April 2, 1896, Flood Papers.

101
News, ^^ay 23, 1896.
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Virginia's delegation to Chicago would be "given him to control as his

.,102judgment may dictate.

As the aate for the convention drev; near, a long-awaited showdown was

The frustration of years, carried by the Virginia's farmers andat hand.

laborers, was to be released at the Staunton Convention beginning June 4,

1896. By l.ay. Governor O'Ferrall commented that "the most conservative and

best informed Bemocratic leaders concede that the state convention will be

103 The economic and politicaleasily dominated by the free silver people."

militancy of the rural Virginians and urban workers left them in no mood

for compromises or political expedients on the money issue in the name of

The time had come for relief from the forces of "conspiracy,"party unity.

and it was the wise politician who chose not to do battle against the popu-

104
lace in its hour of revolt.

102
News, May 23, 1896.

103Daily News. I'lay 12, 1896.

104Thomas S. Fiartin to John L. Hurt, May 18, 1896, Claude Swanson
Papers, Planuscript Department, Dxike University Library, Durham, hereinafter
cited as Swanson Papers.
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CHAPTER III

A "SILVER CARNIVAL": THE STAUNTON CONVEOTION

Events at the Staunton Democratic Convention were of considerable

significance for a changing Virginia Democracy. The convention repre-

sented the final decline of the older party leadership—O'Ferrall,

Hunford, Gordon, Lee, and Joseph Bryan, •who were closely associated

with the party struggles of the 1880's and the business-oriented

Cleveland wing of the party. The Staunton Convention was a major step

in the rise of a new party leadership, centered around Martin, Daniel,

Flood, Jones, Swanson and others, who responded to the popular fervor

of 1896 and wiio were to lead the Virginia Democracy into the twentieth

century. The free silver movement accelerated the changeover in party

leadership, as the sound money bloc were isolated from the majority of

The Richmond Dispatch commented on the eve of the conventionthe party.

that practically all the work of the convention had been mapped out in

advance by the silver leaaership. The platform had been written and

Senator Daniel was its chief author.^ The chief difficulty promised to

be controlling the enthusiasm of the more radical pro-silver delegates

and maintaining the convention in a moderate frame.^ However, begun as

a carefully managed affair by the essentially moderate party leadership.

the raw emotion and dissatisfaction with the status quo soon brought the

convention out of control.

^Dispatch. June 3» 1896.

^Richmond Times, June 3, 1896. As the Times put it; "It is silver,
silver, silver and silver everywhere."
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The city of Staunton was selected by the State Democratic Committee
3

meeting in Richmond on February 20, 1896. Although the cities of lynch-

burg, favored by Daniel, and Richmond, favored by Martin, sought the con-

Congressman Tuckervention, Staunton put up the most vigorous campaign.

was the leading advocate in Staunton’s successful bid for the party conven-

Although Staunton was a "gold" city, the currency issue apparentlytion.

4 It would be awas not the determining factor in the committee’s choice.

fairly large convention of sixteen hundred delegates, based on one delegate

for every one-hundred votes cast in the 1895 elections. In many ways.

Of less than 30,000 population.Staunton was a good town for a convention.

nestled in the central Shenandoah Valley in V/estem Virginia, the relatively

snail city had good hotel facilities and an excellent meeting hall for

Staunton had recentlygatherings of such size as the convention promised.

inaugurated an electric trolley service, and the delegates might ride
5 The site of the convention itself.conveniently to the convention hall.

"Coliunbian Hall," was one of the largest halls of its type in the state

Vv’ith the building's excellent acoustics.and well suited for its purpose.

a Richmond Times reporter had noted that "a good voice can be heard from

any part of the hall."^ begun in 1892, the year of the Columbian Exposi-

tion at Chicago, the structure contained a sixteen by thirty-four foot

3
John 3. Bigger, Secretary to the State Central Committee, to V/illiam

A. Jones, February 1896, Jones Papers; Dispatch, February 21, 1896.
Staunton had previously hosted only the 1851 and 1856 Democratic Conventions.

^Dispatch, February 21, 1896.
by sound money men. The coice of Staunton was probably determined by re-
gional considerations; Richmond having hosted the 1892 convention.

^Daily News. June 3j 1896.

^Richmond Times. April 8, 1896.

The state committee was not controlled
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entrance, a large ventilator in the ceiling, and thirty big windows

towering twenty feet above the floor of the hall that could easily seat

2,500 in a seini-circle around the spacious stage.
7

a large gallery for the public.

In addition, there was

The delegates arrived in the city on June 3» the day before the con-

vention opened. The Staunton Jaily News noted that they were "pouring

in on all trains . . . from every direction, and the town will be full

,.8 The gathering at Staunton resembled most politicalof people by night.

conventions in America—a combination of serious v.'orking sessions and

friendly personal reunions. Democrats from all over the state met old

friends again and engaged in the socializing xvhich goes with all such

gatherings. Severely 3. i-iunford, Richmond businessman and one of the

leaders of the gold faction at the convention, recalled the scene:

Up to the convention city, therefore, like the tribes to Jeru-
Salem, came the "Judges" and "kajors" and all the varied per-
sonnel of those genuinely democratic gatherings—ready to bear
a part in the work, but equally intent upon having a good
tiiue. 9

The hotel owners failed to resist the temptation to squeeze an extra

guest or two into their establishments, and aelegates slept in the halls

and lobbies. The headquarters of the silver faction in the Virginia

nilHotel seemed to be a mecca where a "sea of humanity ebbed and flowed.

For the delegate, the day was a time of discomfort and crowding and at

night, sleep was virtually impossible.

7Dispatch, March 1, 1896.

Daily News, June 3, 1896.

^Beverely B. Munford, ixandom Recollections (Richmond, I9O5), I64-I65,
hereinafter cited as Munford, Recollections.

^^Munford, Recollections. 164-165.

^^Munford, Recollections. 164-165.

8
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Attendance at the Democratic Convention was a vital ingredient in

A delegate at his second convention woulda young politician's career.

probably be appointed to one of the convention committees and earn a

position of "quasi-fellowship" with the party leaders. At his third

He might be called uponconvention, his status was elevated even more.

to present his favorite candidate's name in nomination or even to ad-
12

dress formally the convention. There were usually two classes of

delegates who were chosen to make speeches before the convention. The

first group consisted of those \dio had just won statewide notice, and

the second group was composed of those who had already attained a posi-

The members of thetion of prominence and leadership within the party.

first group were asked to speak as a recognition of their increasing

These younger men provided a fresh source ofimportance in the party,

potential candidates. The older leaders were expected to address the

convention as a matter of course.

Among those arriving in Staunton on June 3, were Senators Tlartin

and Daniel. Senator Daniel came dowi from Washington. He rode from

Charlottesville on a crowded smoking car and "held an almost constant

ovation from Charlottesville to Staunton."^ Everyone wanted to shake

his hand, and he was swamped by congratulations for the successful free-
15

silver campaign credited to him and his lieutenants. Senator Martin

^%unford. Recollections, 162-163 •

^^Munford. Recollections. 162-163•

^Dispatch. June 4, 1896.

^^Dispatch, June 4, 1896. Daniel's chief aid in the silver campaign
had come from Congressmen Otey, Swanson, Flood and Jones, along with Carter
Glass and others. Otey was charged with the bulk of the organizational
work prior to the convention.
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left V/ashington on June 1. After stopping at his wife's home in Smith-

16field for a one day visit, he continued to Staunton.

On the night before the convention, both the sound money men and

the free-silver forces held their caucuses to organize for the expected

battle in the convention. From the start, however, the gold forces were

poorly organized and shy of leadership. The most prominent gold leaders.

including Joseph Bryan, were not at the convention. In their absence.
17

the sound money forces were led by Severely B. Munford. Other sound

money leaders were conspicuous by their absence. Congressman Tucker did

not attend the caucus, v^ile Governor O'Ferrall remained in Richmond and

Fitzhugh Lee was on his waychose not to attend the convention at all.

18
to Cuba for President Cleveland. The silver forces, on the other hand.

were well organized, well led and filled with confidence,

quarters, the Virginia Hotel, with large banners proclaiming the virtues

of silver,echoed with a confident and exuberant voice, as the silver-

Their head-

ites worked on last-minute details in their quest for final advantage.

Congressman Otey arrived in Staunton the day before the convention and

^^James A. Bear, "Thomas Staples Piartin, A Study in Virginia Poli-
tics 1882-1896" (unpublished Pi. A. Thesis, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, 1952), 183-184, hereinafter cited as Bear, "Thomas
Staples I'iartin."

Allen W. Moger, "The Rift in the Virginia Democracy in 1896, "The
Journal of Southern History, (February, 1938), 295-318, hereinafter
cited as Moger, "Rift in Va. democracy"; see also Dispatch. June 4, 1896.
Other prominent delegates at the sound-money caucus included Circuit
Court Judge Leigh R. V/atts of Portsmouth and Holmes Conrad of Winchester,
Cleveland appointed Solicitor General of the United States. Tyler, Hn-
cycl.of Va.Biography. Ill, 244-245-

^^Richmond Times. June 3, 1896; Washinpi',on Postf June 3, 1896.

^^Dispatch. June 3, 1896.
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immediately began passing out silver literature. He also used this last

day before the convention for final organizational vrork.^*^ Assisted by

Congressmen Swanson and Flood, Obey prepared and distributed a circular
PI

to the many delegations.'^--^ Otey's circular to the delegates called upon

each district to elect two solidly silver men as their delegates to Chi¬

cago and also to elect pro-silver men to the Democratic State Committee.

The circular urged the delegates to insure a complete victory for silver.

"Remembering i-lichigan" (a gold state voting the imit rule), the circular

.,22stated, "Let us name unequivocal free-silver Democrats. Congressman

Otey's last-minute efforts on the eve of the convention culminated
23

several months of careful organizing. Otey, whom the Vfashington Post

„24characterized as "an organizer without equal probably in the state.

was the primary agent of the silver campaign.

Daniel and with the assistance of men such as Swanson, Flood, and Jones,

Under the leadership of

Otey managed the effort needed to insure a silver victory at Staunton.

Otey described his activities to a Washington Post reporter on the

eve of the convention. He recounted that:

^‘^Dispatch. June 1896.

^^Nev; York Times, June 4, 1896. This circular to the delegates
contained no new argiments for silver, but was iriore in the nature of a
reminder to silverites.

^^Dispatch. June 4> 1896.

23john Warwick Daniel to William A. Jones, October 1895> Jones
Papers.

^^Washington Post. June 4> 1896.

^5r. C. Ailworth to Valliam A. Jones April 25, 1896 and Fiay 11,
1896, and John W. Daniel to William A. Jones, October 9> 1895> Jones
Papers.
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I printed first of all 50,000 posters COtey's Circular of
April, I896J, calling upon the Democrats to attend the pri-
maries and mass meetings in the state, and sent these
posters to every county in Virginia. I entered into corre-
spondence vdth leading Democrats throughout the state . . . .

After some two or three months, 1 made up an estimate of what
I believed would be the silver strength at, this convention
and ... in one county pnly did the election of delegates
fall below my estimate.^°

The organization was so thorough that even alternates were carefully

screened for their stand on the silver issue.In I'lay the sound

money Richmond Times had noted the silver stampede in Virginia and

claimed it was being engineered by small, well organized silver groups.

The Times traced the source of what it fondly characterized as "machine

manipulation" of the local "courthouse rings" directly to Otey and

Daniel.^®

Held the night of June 3 in Columbian Hall, the silver caucus

Otey termed it merely awas attended by more than ^00 delegates.

gathering of the like-minded majority, but it resembled a council of

29 Colonel William B. Pettit of Fluvanna County was made chairmanwar.

30 He made a short speech, followed by Daniel andof the meeting.

^^Washington Post. June 4, 1896.

27Richmond Times, Hay 10, 1896. Apparently, the Times brandished
quite loosely the term "machine politics" at its political opponents.

Dispatch. June 4, 1896.

^‘^Dispatch, June 4, 1896; Vv'ashington Post, June 4, 1896.
30Pettit was the seventy-one year old Commonwealth's Attorney in

Fluvanna County and also County Chairman of the party. He was later a
delegate to the 1901-02 Constitutional Convention; Tyler, Hen of Mark.
V, 347-349, and J. N. Brenaman, A History of Virginia Conventions
(Richjnond, 1902), 102, hereinafter cited as Brenaman, Virginia Conven-
tions.
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Daniel gave a thirty-minute address in which he disclaimed anySwanson.

desire for the presidency or vice-presidency and warned the enthusiastic

delegates of the battle to come in the state and nation. Following

the wild ovation for Daniel's speech. Congressman Swanson rose to speak.

He complimented Daniel and Otey for their fine organizational work and

then launched into a strong appeal for the unit rule. "We have won a

great victory," he said, "and are entitled to the finiits of that victory.

The only way we can enjoy these fruits is to send to Chicago firm, reso-

lute, faithful jjpro-silve^y Kien.

unit rule in the gold states of Pennsylvania and Flichigan, Swanson con-

,.32 Pointing to the adoption of the

eluded with a demand that Virginia adopt the rule. Swanson and the more

radical silver men were determined to prevent any expedient compromises

in their quest for a total free-silver victory, and they meant to have a

binding unit rule.

The main body of the caucus appointed a steering committee which

remained in private session until 1:30 a.m. discussing plans for the con¬

vention. A moderate attitude seemed to prevail in the meeting. Senator

Daniel was selected as one of the delegates at large, and the unit rule

Few committee members seemed to have opposedwas discussed at length,

the unit rule in principle, but there was general agreement that the

3lAgain, Daniel was sincere in his disavowal of the vice-presidency;
see, John W. Daniel to William A. Jones, June 25, 1896, Jones Papers.

^^Dispatch, June 4, 1896.

33Among the few committee members who opposed the unit rule was
R. G. Southhall, Commonwealth's Attorney of Amelia County, who was later
selected as a delegate to Chicago. Tyler, Men of Mark. V, 412. Also,
Micajah Woods, Albemarle County Democratic Chairman and a friend of Martin,
was not particularly enthusiastic about the rule. Martin, though not a
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34rule should only be adopted if necessary. The committee adopted a

mild compromise resolution, submitted by Senator Daniel, calling on

delegates to Chicago to honor the state party platform. If accepted.

hov/ever, the resolution would only be binding on the delegates at large,
3c

who would be free-silver anyway.

The sound money caucus was held the same evening with B. B. Munford

Bearing all the earmarks of a hurriedly organized affair.presiding.

the meeting lasted for less than two hours with a far smaller attendance

than the silver gathering, i'lunford opened proceedings by offering a

resolution creating a committee of three to propose a sound money plat-

form designed to establish the position of the "true Democracy.

After the conclusion of a round of speech making, a committee of three

headed by i-iunford was appointed and suggestions were made as to possible

37 The names of those suggested includedsound money delegates at large.

Senator kiartin and J. T. Ellyson, chairman of the State Democratic Com-

member of the silver caucus, had publicly opposed the unit rule, see.
Bear, "Thomas Staples Martin," 183-184 and Poindexter, "Pre-congressional
Career of Carter Glass", 226. Other members of the steering committee
included Floyd Smith, County Chairman of Caroline County and a chief
lieutenant of V/illiaai A. Jones, and member of the Democratic Central
Comiaittee, N. H. tessie of Danville, and Henry Flood. In addition to
Flood, General Assembly members included J. C. Parker of Southampton,
B. L. Winston of Hanover, and Isaac Diggs of King hilliara County, General
Assembly Register, 214-215.

34Dispatch, June 4, 1896.

35Dispatch. Jvine 4, 1896.

^^Richmond Times, June 4, 1896.
37The two main speakers were Munford and Holmes Conrad. Munford

and Conrad, along vd.th "Abe" Fulkerson of Washington County, were the
three men appointed to draft the sound money platform.
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Both men v;ere yet to declare publicly their intentions on the

The coomittee of three drew up the sound money resolutionmoney question.

With no hope for adoption, the "sound money" manifestolater that night.

would at least appear on the public record. Drafted primarily by MunfoAi,

the resolution praised the Cleveland administration, affirming the Virginia

Democracy's "unfaltering adherence to the cause of sound money," and blamed

the depression on the "continued agitation of the question of our national

currency and the threatened change in our standard of value."39
With both sides girded for battle, the first session of the conven-

tion opened at 12:15 p.m. and lasted less than a half hour. State Chairman

Ellyson called the 2000 delegates and spectators to order in the flag-draped

hall and then turned the gavel over to Colonel John Bell Bigger, the tempo-

Colonel Bigger was a veteran of forty years as clerk of therary chairman.

House of Delegates, secretary to the State Committee, and had presided over

numerous conventions.^*^ This first thirty minute session was confined to ®

housekeeping functions. After the opening ceremonies, committees were

announced and various minor formalities were carried out.^ A move to ad-

journ until later that afternoon was then accepted; after a somewhat comical

3®Richmond Times. ■ Ju;ie k, 1896.

39Richmond Times. June k, 1896.

^^^Washington Post, June 5j 1896; General Assembly Register. 211.

^The two key committees were dominated by the silver forces. The
Resolutions Committee was led by Daniel, vdth B. B. kunford and Leigh R.
Vj'atts of Portsmouth the only leading gold members. The Credentials
Committee contained only one prominent sound money supporter, Abe Fulkerson
of Washington County.
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battle over the time for reconvening, a compromise of 3:30 p.m. was

42finally approved.

V/ith the period between sessions filled with hectic committee work.

the second session was finally called to order aroiind 4:00 p.m. Micajah

V/oods became the permanent presiding officer of the convention. Woods

opened the session with a short speech urging harmony and unity. He

took the usual swipe at the national Republicans, calling them the pro-

tectors of privileged wealth, "while the toiling masses are daily growing

m43 The first order of business was the Credentialspoorer and poorer.

Committee report, followed by the Resolutions Committee report. However,

the Resolutions Committee had not finished its work, and Woods decided to

proceed with the selection of delegates to the national convention. Upon

the motion for selection of delegates to Chicago, delegate N. H. Massie

of Danville immediately jumped to his feet and objected to the procedure.^
Massie was vehement in his demand that no delegation to Chicago be selected

The silver forces wanted no dele-before the platform had been adopted.

Massie 'sgates inclined to favor gold slipped into the Chicago delegation.

objection was overwhelmingly sustained by the convention, and the delegates

waited for the presentation of the platform before proceeding with the se-

lection of delegates to the national convention.

^Dispatch. June 1896; VJashington Post. June 5, 1896,

^3Dispatch. June 5> 1896.

44Dispatch. June 5, 1896; Washington Post. June 5> 1896.

^3Dispatch. June 1896.
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k'Jhile the convention waited, a round of speeches seemed in order.

ana the moment proved to be one of the most exciting and aramatic of the

convention and modem Virginia political history. Throughout all the

public debate over silver. Senator Thomas S. Martin had managed to main-

tain a "golden silence" on the money question, tho\igh privately he had
46indicated a deep awareness for the significance of the silver agitation.

The Roanoke World had dubbed Martin "Thomas the Silent" who managed to

u47"surround his views on all public questions with a cloud of mystery.

It was now particularly necessary that Miartin break his silence. As the

Staunton Daily Nev/s wryly put it, 1-iartin must declare "whether he is a

'free-silverite-in-the-cool' or gold-bug-on-the-quiet—whether hawk or

1.48buzzard—wtiether fish, fowl or reptile.

With considerable anticipation, the delegates set up a clamor as

iylartin approached the speaker's stand. On this occasion, I'lartin dis-

proved the oft-repeated accusation that he was not a good public speaker.

holding the strict attention of his audience throughout his significant

The Senator opened with the usual optimistic predictions of aremarks.

Democratic victory in November. Then, Martin, who had been considered a

supporter of the President, took a swipe at Cleveland, stating that "if

^^In a letter to John L. Hurt in May, 1896, i-iartin had examined the
causes of the free silver movement and concluded that "The impoverished
and hopeless condition of our people has taken them from restlessness
to desperation. Their purpose, to try at least, to make some change, has
taken shape in the free coinage movement and in my opinion nothing can
swerve them from the policy they have started on." Thomas S. Martin to
John L. Hurt, ^iay 18, 1896, Swanson Papers.

47Quoted in Bear, "Thomas Staples idartin," 182.

^^Daily News. June 4, 1896.
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the present Executive of the United States has earned a reputation for

any one thing more conspicuously than any other, it is for being a party

.,49 ^iartin considered destroying the unity of the party as the■wrecker.

cardinal sin for a professional politician. To complete his escape from

the Cleveland Tving of the party, the Senator then proceeded to make his

long-a'waited commitment regarding th e currency issue. Having carefully

■watched the progress of the free-silver iriovement for some time, Martin

decided to cliffib on the silver bandwagon and ride with the tide of popu-

50
lar party sentiment. He noted that the entire convention knew what

the platform would contain and added:

I have not agreed in all respects ■with the policy of the silver
leaders, but differences that have existed between myself and
the leaders of the Democratic party are so trivial that I find
no diff^£ulty with the Democrats of Virginia on "the platform
• • • •

Senator Martin's "conversion" to silver was greeted with a mixture

of loud applause and cheering from the silver people and loud hissing

from the gold supporters. Although certainly one of the major events of

L9
^Dispatch, June 5, 1896.

50
Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 223;

Burton Ira Kaufman, "Henry De La b'arr Flood—A Case Study of Organi-
zation Politics in the Era of Reform," (Unpublished Ph. D. Disserta-
tion. Rice University, Houston, 1966), 183-184, hereinafter cited as
Kaufman, "Henry D. Flood." Actually, many of liartin's friends considered
him at least mildly sympathetic to currency inflation. Also, sound
money supporters had been in the forefront of opposition to his
election as Senator. See: J. H. Stubbs to William A. Jones,
December 23, 1893> Jones Papers. Stubbs commented: "I know Martin is
not in accord v.lth General Lee's views on the finances . . .[^at leas^tJ
his friends say so."

51
Dispatch. June 5> 1896.
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the convention, ^iartin's speech did not kill the gold bloc's chances, for

the sound money forces were in a hopeless situation before the convention

started. However, the senator's speech accomplished two things. It

assured that any party split would be confined to a "small unyielding

core of gold supporters,"52 and it put i'4artin publicly in the silver camp

The gold supporters were left with nothing but aat the right moment.

rear guard action to prevent the unit rule, while kiartin had gained a

position of prominence in a movement that was already assured of victory.

In addition to the unit rule. Senator I-lartin's "conversion" to silver

was a subject of considerable editorial discussion. The Richmond Times

commented caustically that i'-iartin's endorsement of silver had "no doubt

been effected CsicJ/ in larger degree by the majorities for silver in Vir-

ginia than by any new and profound investigation which the Senator has

given to the subject!?^^ In reality, i-lartin's endorsement of silver was

the action of a skilled and responsive politician who for some time had

given serious thought to the popular discontent in the Old Dominion.

Also, the Senator's actions provided him vdth a popular base of support

that he would use to great effect in the future.

Following jyiartin's electrifying speech. Tenth District Congressman

Tucker's speechHenry St. Oeorge Tucker, a sound money man, took the stand.

was basically a conciliatory one, though definitely not one of surrender.

He called for unity against a common enemy, the Republicans, and promised he

would support the platform even if it were disagreeable to him, which he

52poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 223.

^^Richmond Times, June 6, 1896.

^^homas Staples i^iartin to John L. Hurt, klay 18, 1896, Swanson
Papers; Fiartin-Scrapbook, >Iartin-Day Papers.
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He praised Cleveland, however, and reminded the conven-

tion that Virginia had helped elect him.^^

knew it vrould be.

Politically Tucker was none

too secure, as young silverite Henry Flood challenged him for his seat in
56Congress. Tucker suspected that his hopes for renomination would dis-

57solve with the victory of free-silver at Staunton.

The speechmaking vjas cue short by the arrival of the Resolutions

Committee led by Senator Daniel. Amid loud cheers, Daniel read the plat-

The Richmond Dispar ch commented that "in no convention in Virginiaform.

history has the reading of such a paper been attended v;ith so much in-

,.58 The only interruptions of the perfect quiet were the outburststerest.

of cheers for the silver planks in the document. The platform contained

the expected silver plank, viiile other provisions were less controversial.

After denouncing Cleveland's economic policies, the platform launched into

the declarations for silver:

V/e are for sound-money, the sotmdest that the world has ever had
or can have—the money of our Constitution silver .... This
sound money should consist of silver and gold, and of paper re-
deemable in silver or gold.59

After a demand for free coinage of silver, the platform concluded with a

warning that if silver were not upheld as "money of redemption," then

"a further contraction of the currency and a further accumulation of

55Dispatch, June 5j 1896.

5^V.A,shin°rton Post. June U, 1896.
57Tucker's unyielding support of Cleveland was to haunt him in 1896

and for many years to come. B. B. Buchanan to Henry St. George Tucker,
July 5> 1896 and R. C. Rawlings to Henry St. George Tucker, July 11, 1896.
Henry St. George Tucker Papers, Southern Historical Collection, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, hereinafter cited as Tucker Papers; Fer-
rell, "Prohibition, Reform and Politics," 213.

5^Disnatch. June 5> 1896.

59jispatch. June 1896, and New York Times, June 5» 1896.
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,,60public indebtedness -will be inevitable. The document also attacked

the "grovdng influence of trusts and great combinations of capital."

In referring to the tariff, the framers of the platform alluded to what

they called "Mcilinleyism" which, they said, "Proposes to tax the poor

„6lman for the benefits of trusts and capitalists. Other planks attacked

the Republicans for "allowing the importation of cheap European labor"

and "aggravating the depression by collaborating in the repeal of the

Sherman Silver Purchase Act."^^ The question of a constitutional conven-

tion was largely ignored in the platfoimi. No endorsement of the idea

The only reference made to constitutionalcame from the party convention.

revision was a denial of Republican charges that the Democrats wanted to

reduce the franchise in order to gain complete control of the state.

A plank committing the party to support for an immediate referendum had
64been quietly killed in the Resolutions Committee. Senator Daniel and

other party leaders who controlled the convention preferred a one issue

65platform.

The platform of the Virginia Democrats was a political document of

limited purpose. There was no mention of Cleveland's use of troops in

the Pullman Strike, and the passing reference to reducing immigration was

^^Dispatch. June 5i 1896, and New York Times. J\me 5> 1896.

^^Dispatch. June 5, 1896.

^^Dispatch. June I896.

Dispatch. June 5> 1896.

Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 231.

63

64

65
Harold G. NTieatley, "The Political Career of Nilliam Atkinson

Jones " (Unpublished E. A, Thesis, University of Virginia, Charlottes-
ville, 1953)> 39> hereinafter cited as NTieatley, "William A. Jones."
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66
the only recognition of labor grievances,

imniigrant limitation was significant. <i£^hough the silver movement was

Nonetheless, the mention of

largely agrarian, labor participation was evident especially in northern

Virginia and in the cities. There were no populistic demands for govern-

ment ownership of the railroads and no mention of the income tax, although
67

Thesupport for the income tax was not absent among Virginia Democrats.

limited nature of the party platform indicated convention control by the

"moderate" element led by Daniel. Broad reform sentiment was not absent

68
among the delegates to Staunton. However, the delegates seemed tempo-

rarily obsessed with the single panacea of free silver, and party leaders

Nonetheless, free silver itself was a symbolwished to keep it that way.

of a wider struggle for economic reform to some rank-and-file members of

the party, men vrtio saw the currency issue as simply the "skirmish line"
69

in the battle for reform. Support for a constitutional convention was

widespread among the delegates and had the convention been allowed to
70

However, other re-vote on it, the proposal might have won a majority.

form questions were lost in the furor over the currency issue.

/ /

ooDispatch. June 5» 1896.
67Garter Glass was among those Virginia Democrats vriio favored the

income tax. Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 205.

C. Ewell to William A. Jones, >larch 31, 1896, Jones Papers; and
R. C. Rawlings to Heniy St. George Tucker, July 11, 1896, Tucker Papers.

^^R. C. Rawlings to Henry St. George Tucker, July 11, 1896, Tucker
Papers.

70The Richmond Dispatch comraented that the convention well might
have endorsed a constitutional convention. Dispatch, June 6, 1896.
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In reality, the frenzied debate over the currency question confused

and clouded the more fundamental issues. Those on both sides of the

money issue mderstood little about the problems of maintaining a flexi¬

ble currency, banking and credit policies, taxation, and tariff policies.

I'iany Democrats -who supported free silver found the currency debate con-

71 Those who suffered a debtor's plight in the depression saw infusing.

currency inflation a panacea that would relieve the financial crisis.

Monopolies and monopoly pricing was also considered a major villain, and

there was much talk among the Democratic rank-and-file of trusts and the

Nonethe-need for business regulation on the state and national level.

less, agitation for stronger state regulation of business, election and

constitutional reforms, and better state services was overwhelmed by the

"silver craze," as many reformers were temporarily caught in the emotion-

alism of the free silver crusade.

Back on the convention floor, Munford presented the sound money

minority platform and Daniel led the defense for the majority. Munford

read the gold platform, which stated support for Cleveland's monetary

policies and reaffirmed the party's opposition to currency inflation. No

mention was made of constitutional reform or business regulation. The

73
gold platform was an appeal for the maintenance of the status quo.

Munford then yielded the floor to fellow gold delegate, Leigh R. Watts of

Portsmouth, who bitterly attacked the proposed watered-down iinit rule in

the silver platform. 'Watts accused the silver delegates of being guilty

71
Garter Glass to John W. Daniel, August 18, 1893> Daniel Papers,

Duke University.

T. Obrushain to Henry D. Flood, August 14, 1896, Flood Papers;
J. C. Ewell to V/illiam A. Jones, March 31, 1896, Jones Papers; R. C.
Rawlings to Henry St. George Tucker, Tucker Papers.

73Dispatch. June 5^ 1896.
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of the same "infamy" that they had accused the gold men in Pennsylvania

He demanded a "square fight" and the right for his district.and i'lichigan.

74the Second, to be represented by sound money delegates if it so chose.

ViTien VJatts surrendered the floor, loud calls went up for Daniel. The

Senator took the stage and launched into a forty minute speech for the

silver cause. He called silver the great issue of the day and hit back

He alsoat Munford for creating a divisive atmosphere in the convention.

75defended the principle of the unit rule. His reference, however, was

to the toned-down version recommended in the platform.

Following a short rebuttal by Munford, the convention attended to

the voting on the platform and unit rule. Munford appealed to sound money

men to stand true to their cause and predicted that like the greenback

movement, the free silver movement would pass and it was up to the sound
76

money bloc to preserve the party until that day. For a short time, it

appeared that the vote was going to be considerably delayed. Delegate

J. C. Porter of Southampton, a strong silver supporter, protested bitterly

against the vinit rule, calling it a "gag law" and demanding that it be

After he had thrown the whole convention intoremoved from the platform.

temporary disorder. Porter's fellow silver delegates were finally able to

quiet him down, and a vote was taken on the minority platform.
77

money platform was overwhelmingly defeated 1276 to 371.'

The sound

At Senator

Daniel's suggestion, the convention decided that the unit rule would be

dealt with separately from the rest of the platform, although a considera-

74 "A Silver Carnival," Times, June 5> 1896.

Dispatch. June 5, 1896; Washington Post. June 5> 1896.

'^^Dispatch. June 5, 1896.

'^Dispatch, June 5, 1896; Richmond Times. June 5> 1896.

75
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The platform minus the unit rule wasble number of delegates opposed.

With loud cries of "vote, vote" comingthen carried without opposition.

from the floor, a tally was then taken on the baniel-proposed compromise

unit rule, which passed with a comfoi*table majority. The passage of the
78

compromise unit rule was by a somewhat reduced margin of 1075 to 542.

Generally, the vote of delegations on the compromise unit rule reflected

their views on the currency issue, as sound money supporters voted against

the rule and silver delegations voted for it. Most Southside silver dele-

gates supported the compromise rule, though Amelia and Dinwiddie coxinties

voted against it. Halifax County reversed its previous stand and voted

for the compromise unit rule. Counties that were divided on silver tended

to vote heavily against the compromise rule, as exemplified by the vote

of the W'ythe, Wise, and 'Washington County delegations of the Southwest.

Strong opposition to the rule came also from the sound money delegation

of Augusta County, which voted forty-eight to eighteen against. The

Richmond area delegations voted against the compromise unit rule, vAiile

the Norfolk, Portsmouth, and Nansemond County aelegations in the Second
79District were almost unanimous in their opposition.

The afternoon session ended with the passage of the compromise \mit

rule; but when the convention convened for its third session at 8:00 p.m • >

the xinit rule again became the subject of bitter controversy. The final

and most vitriolic battle between the gold and silver forces was touched

off upon the occasion of the voting on the Chicago delegation and the

State Democratic Committee. Delegate J. W. Williams of Southampton County

^Dispatch. June 5> 1896.

'^^Dispatch. June 5, 1896; Richmond Times, June 5, 1896; W^ashington
Post, June 1896; Daily News, June 5, 1896.
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proposed a motion that all delegates to Chicago declare their position on

the party platform before being elected. This motion was defeated by the

convention. The matter might have ended there; but Delegate John H.

Glennan, who was bitterly opposed to the principle of unit rule, arose to

state that if given the opportunity to go to Chicago, he would vote

80
against silver as his Second District had done. As editor of the

sound money Norfolk landmark. Glennan was considered a relatively moderate

gold supporter, and he would later support the regular party nominee,
O']

Vdlliara Jennings Bryan. However, on this night he seemed intent upon

stirring up trouble in a hall filled with silver advocates.

Glennan's ill-advised statement caused an immediate reaction among

the silver forces. Claude Swanson took the floor and gave a vigorous re-

buttal. Swanson reminded Glennan that he was not yet elected and called

upon the convention to ensure total victory for silver by refusing to

elect the tidewater editor. Swanson's speech led to a wild shouting match

and confusion on the convention floor. Finally, a resolution offered by

Swanson was adopted, providing that the "Chairman of the Virginia delega-

tion be directed to cast the entire vote of the state of Virginia . .

as a majority of its delegates may determine."®^ The adoption of this

resolution guaranteed that at Chicago, Virginia's twenty-four votes would

all be cast for a pro-silver nominee. The new binding unit rule received

almost twelve-hundred votes, as the earlier compromise unit rule was over-

whelmingly replaced. On the question of the unit rule, the moderates

completely lost control of the convention.

^^Disnatch, June 5> 1896.

®^News, July 15, 1896.

^^Dispat ch, Jme 5j 1896.

Dispatch, June 5> 1896.
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With the vote on the new unit rule concluded, the convention chose

Daniel, Swanson, Congressman Jones and K. S. K. korrison®^ as delegates

The selection of the state chairman was relegated to the Stateat large.

Personnel changes on the new state committee were few, butCommittee.

Gold men Joseph Bryan and Henry St. George Tucker were notsignificant.

reelected, while the new members, including i-layor S. E. Jones of Roanoke,

Francis Lassiter of Petersburg, and Sidney Eppes of Nottoway were avid

silver supporters V/ith its business finished, the "great silver

gathering of 1896" adjourned about midnight, and the silver advocates

reveled in the successful campaign they had just consummated.

As for the adoption of the binding unit rule, two questions arose as

It was certain that into the circumstances and propriety of its adoption.

the evening session, party leaders were unable to control the radical sil-

Both Daniel and Piartin preferred the milder compromise rule inverites.

the interest of what little party harmony remained. However, Glennan so

inflamed the silver supporters, that passage of Swanson’s resolution was

made inevitable.®"^ The silver delegates were in no mood for compromise

®^Morrison, from Gate City, was Scott County Circuit Court Judge.
He had run for Congress unsuccessfully on a sound money platform in 1894.
Morrison died in 1899* Philio Alexander Bruce, History of Virginia.
(New fork, 1924), VI, 306^ hereinafter cited as Bruce, History of Virginia.

^^Dispatch, June 5> 1896. Even in the Second and Third Districts,
the overwhelming majority of the old State Committee had supported silver.
Also, the selection of new members Mayor Jones and Dr. R. W. Queensbury
of Caroline County meant the addition of two of the more outspoken advo-
cates of state reforms in the Commonwealth.

®^J. C. Parker to Francis R. Lassiter, June 24, 1896. Lassiter Family
Papers, Manuscript Department, Duke University Library, Durham, hereinafter
cited as Lassiter Papers.

87 In an editorial, Carter Glass asserted that Glennan in effect asked
for the unit rule. However, the Glass version of the incident is open to
considerable doubt; see, Ne^'js. June 7, 1896; Washington Post. June 5> 1896;
Dispatch, June 5^ 1896.
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to begin VTith, and Glennan's tactical error gave them the excuse to in-

Actually, the adoption of the binding rulestitute a binding unit rule.

was largely unnecessary, but it provided a battleground for the more radi-

cal silver suppoihiers at the convention,

of only two votes in the state's delegation to Chicago, and several news-

However, the

adoption of the binding unit rule at Staunton was hardly a factor in the

The rule meant the difference

88
papers decried the rule's adoption as a serious mistake.

break which erupted in the Virginia Democracy after the Chicago convention.

Yet, newly risen Congressman Swanson had gained a considerable victory as

a leader of the free silver forces. Also, the easy success of the radical

silverites in winning a completely binding unit rule proved the emotional

pitch of delegate feeling on free silver.

The victory of the silver forces at Staunton was indeed a complete

one, as the bulk of the party leadership joined with Daniel and the sil-

verites in heeding the popular cry of 1896 for currency inflation. Al-

though not alone. Senator Daniel was reputed to have completely dominated

the proceedings, and the convention was considered a personal triumph for
89

him. However, the important fact was that most of the party leaders

chose to ally themselves—^many out of political expediency, but also out

88
The Times was already talking of a bolt, and the Dispatch was

also highly critical of the convention's action on the unit rule,
although they chided the Times for talk of bolting. Richmond Times,
June 5, 1896; Dispatch. June 12, 1896.

^^Walter A. V/atson, Notes on Southside Virginia (Richmond, 1925),
204; Vfashington Post, June 5, 1896.
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90
—vd.th the insurgents

Despite the violent Democratic schism that followed in the

of some genuine sympathy for the farmers cause

of 1896.

1896 election, failure to heed the warnings of popular revolt would have
91

dealt the Virginia Democracy a serious, if not crippling, blow.

0

9*^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 203.

Judge J. C. Ewell to William A. Jones, l-iarch 31> 1896; J. W. Fleet
to William A. Jones, March 19, 1396, Jones Papers.
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CHAPTER IV

VIRGINIANS AT CHICAGO

Aware that the Virginia Democracy now resided solidly in the silver

coluim, state party politicians turned their concerns toward Chicago and

the approaching national Democratic convention. Virginia silver men

were confident that a silverite would be nominated at Chicago, as the

list of states sending pro-silver delegations to the national party con-

vention swelled to a solid majority.^ The hopes of Virginia silverites

were answered at Chicago with the adoption of a free silver plank in the

national platform and the nomination of V/illiam Jennings Bryan for Presi-

dent. Nonetheless, the Daniel followers in the Virginia delegation found

themselves at odds with the national party on many issues of reform and

Senator Daniel and Carter Glasson the question of the party nominee.

worked to limit the national platform to the currency issue, while the

Virginia delegation belatedly switched from Plichard Bland of Missouri to

Bryan on the final ballot. Virginia Democrats who had hoped to restrict

the "reform" debate to silver found both the national party candidate and

his platfom disturbingly "radical."

Rhile Virginia Democrats were awaiting their upcoming national con-

vention, their Republican counterparts attended their national convention

in St. Louis. A carefully managed operation by Hlark Hanna, the conclave

was characterized as a listless and "dreary" convention with little spon-

taneity or excitement^’ Convening on June 16, 1896, the Republicans nom-

inated Rilliam KciPinley for President and endorsed a sound money platform.

^VJashin^ton Post. June 4, 1896.

2?aulkner, Politics, Reform and Expansion. 192.
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"The Republican party is unreservedly for soxind money," they stated in

their platform, and "we are therefore opposed to the free coinage of sil-

ver, except by international agreement with the leading commercial nations

of the earth.This was just another way of stating Republican opposi¬

tion to free coinage of silver, since an international agreement would be

virtually impossible to obtain. The Virginia Republicans were no excep-

tion to the rule of conformity which prevailed at St. Loxiis. Led by

State Chairman William Lamb, they wholeheartedly endorsed the party plat¬

form and, in the only nominating ballot for President, the delegation

cast twenty-three votes for McKinley and one for Thomas B. Reed.^
National attention turned to the internal struggle in the Democratic

The impending battle between the Clevelandparty over the currency issue.

led sound money forces and the silverites was distinctly outlined by late

June. The administration forces launched an active campaign to control

the Chicago convention, and Cleveland wrote hundreds of letters to his

personal friends and supporters. Letters were also sent to influential

Southern Democrats, reminding them of Cleveland's generosity in bestowing

federal posts to Southerners and warning them of a possible loss of Eastern
5

capital should they support the free silver movement."^ No doubt several

Virginia politicians were among the recipients of the Cleveland letter.

in addition, the President sent his Secretary of the Navy, William C.

^V/ashington Post. June 19, 1896.

^Dispatch. June 19, 1896. The Republican delegation also contained
Congressman Walker of the Ninth District, Mayor Sam Yost of Staunton, who
would defeat Henry Flood for the Tenth District Congressional seat in the
November elections, Harrisonburg editor A. P. Punkhouser, and Charles Gee,
Republican nominee in the Fourth District. Dispatch, June 17, 1896.

^Washington Post. June 2i+, 1896.
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VJhitney, to Chicago to organize the sound money forces for the upcoming

fray.^ Nevertheless, by late June pro-silver forces lacked only twenty-
7

five votes of having a two-thirds majority of the convention's 940 votes.

Representative Joseph W. Bailey of Texas, a silver supporter, commented

that the timie had long passed when the President could hope to have any

8effect upon the course the Democratic party would take at Chicago.

The Democratic convention promised to contain all the exciting ele¬

ments that the Republican convention failed to provide at St. Louis.

Delegates and spectators poured into Chicago by the thousands in the week

prior to the convention, scheduled to convene in the giant Chicago Coli-

The Coliseiim was a huge structure occupying five and oneseum on July 7.

half acres in downtown Chicago, seating 18,000 people and containing

285,000 square feet of floor space. The Virginia Delegation played an

important role in the Chicago convention; its chairman. Senator Daniel,

was among the key silver leaders and became Temporary Chairman of the

He was also a valued member of the "Democratic BimetallicConvention.

Committee," and Congressman Swanson was placed on the Credentials Committee.

Owing to Daniel's influence. Carter Glass was awarded a position on the
10

important Resolutions Committee.

Washington Post. June 18, 1896.

Washington Post. June 20, 1896.

Washington Post. June 18, 1896.

'^Dispatch. July 5^ 1896.

^Washington Post, July 1, 1896; Poindexter, "Pre-congressional
Career of Carter Glass," 239-240.
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The "democratic Bimetallic Committee," the national silver committee

formed the previous August in V/ashington, met on June 30 at the Sheraian

House in Chicago, as the silverites laid their pre-convention plans.

Virginians attending were uaniel, and Congressman Otey and Jones.

The

In-

dicative of his status among the silver forces. Senator Daniel was ap¬

pointed to a special five-member executive committee which acted as a

steering committee. Other members of the committee included Senator

James K. Jones of Arkansas, who with uaniel, had been prominent at the

V/ashington Silver Conference of the previous year. The remainder of the

committee were Governor william Stone of iiissouri. Senator David Turpie
12

of Indiana, and Governor John Altgeld of Illinois. Senator Jones

boasted that he, Daniel, and Altgeld knew already exactly what the conven-

tion would do.^^ The floor steering organization was completed upon the

appointment of one man from each state, acting as state representatives

and responsible for polling their delegations. On Daniel's recommenda-

Ontion. Congressman Otey was selected as the member from Virginia.

the evening prior to the convention. Senator Daniel met with the other

members of the silver Executive Committee to discuss the problem of the

temporary chairmanship. The Cleveland-dominated National Committee chose

However, gold supporters failedDavid B. Hill of New fork for the post.

to give assurances that Hill would grant the silverites fair treatment on

^John ‘N. Daniel to V/illiam A. Jones, June 25, 1896, Jones Papers;
'Washington Post. July 1, 1896.

^^Doss, "John Warwick Daniel," 189-190.

^^Pi-oger, "flift in Va. Democracy," 299-300.

lAVfashington Post. July k, 1896.
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the floor.^5 Therefore, the silver men agreed that daniel would oppose

16
Hill for the position of Temporary Chairman.

On the morning of July 6, the Virginia delegation settled in its

17headquarters, the "gentleman's parlor" of the Sherman Hotel. The dele-

gation caucused, completed its ■ final arrangements and assigned members

As Daniel was expected to become Temporary Chairman ofto committees.

*L8
the Convention, pro-silver Congressman Jones was made Virginia Chairman.

The preference for the presidential nomination among the Virginia delegates

was Congressman Richard Bland of Mssouri, although Chairman Jones, Con-
19

gressman Swanson, and Jilliam Barksdale were early Bryan supporters.

Governor Stone of Missouri spoke to the caucusing Virginians in behalf of

Congressman Bland, and the Virginia Bland advocates attempted to force an

early vote to determine whom the state would endorse. A vote was taken

showing Bland with eleven votes, none opposed, and four absences. Because

of the four absentees, Daniel among them, the vote lacked a majority and

was not considered final. Bland represented a more conservative altema-

tive than Biyan, and the Missouri congressman received the votes of the

more moderate silver delegates and gold delegate John Glennan of Norfolk. ^

^5poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 237-238;
Doss, "John Vi'arwick Daniel," 189-190. J. Taylor Ellyson represented Vir-
ginia at the National Committee conference which chose the temporary offi-
cers for the Convention. Dispatch, July 7, 1896.

^^News. July 7, 1896.

^7Daniel had selected the site for the Virginia headquarters. John
W. Daniel to Vdlliam A. Jones, June 2$, 1896, Jones Papers.

^^News. July 7, 1896.

^9;.iheatley, "William Atkinson Jones," 38-39; Ferrell, "Claude Swanson,"
80; Dispatch. July 11, 1896. Other Bland supporters included Thomas B.
Murphy of rdchmona and A. J. Bradley of Manchester, Third District Delegates;
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FoUo’^ng the wishes of Daniel, Garter Glass also voted for Bland. Para-

doxically, gold delegate James E. West of Suffolk, voting for Bryan, com-

mented sardonically that if the delegates were determined to have a pro-

20silver nominee, Bryan was the logical choice. There was also in the

Virginia delegation a final attempt made by the two gold supporters repre¬

seating the Second District to have the unit rule abolished by the dele-

Delegate John Glennan presented a proposal that the \mit rule begation.

dismissed. Leading the objectors again was Claude Swanson. Chairman

Jones suggested a formal motion be entered, and Swanson quickly offered

and thean alternative motion. Glennan’s motion v/as easily defeated.

unit-rule issue was given a final burial.

The Virginia delegation went to Chicago uncommitted by the state

convention to any candidate for President. However, before the Chicago

convention, there was in Virginia much speculation as to possible presi¬

dential prospects. Primary interest in Virginia centered around silver-
-

ites V/illiam Jennings aryan and Richard Bland of Plissouri. Bryan had

whilea strong appeal among the more "radical" Southside politicians.

and J. R. Wingfield of Albemarle County. Chief Bryan support came from the
Southside, due to Swanson's influence, and Congressman Jones' First Dis-
trict. Bryan supporters included B. L. Belt of Danville, and Robert G.
Southall of Amelia. Southall was Amelia County Commonwealth's Attorney.
Tyler, Hen of Piark. V, 412.

^^Disnatch, July 10, 1896.

^^Disnatch, July 7, 1896.

^^Disnatch. liay 2, 1896; June 5, 1896.

^^Wheatley, "■William Atkinson Jones," 38-39; Ferrell, "Claude Swanson,"®
80; Dispatch, July 11, 1896.
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most moderates favored Bland. Significantly, Senator Daniel, for both

personal and political reasons, early expressed a preference for Bland
2U First of all, Bryan was not a party regular, havingfor the nomination.

Bryan also lacked the conserva-

tive restraints that would have made him more acceptable to Daniel.

Finally, Senator Daniel probably harbored some personal jealousy of Bryan.^5

supported the Populist candidate in 1892.

Those Virginia delegates to Chicago who favored Bland tended to be the
26

more conservative members of the delegation vriio followed Daniel's lead.

Nonetheless, Daniel managed to hold the Virginia delegation for Bland only

through use of the unit rule.

The circumstances of the battle over the Temporary Chairmanship of

the convention are well known, and a brief sketch should suffice here.

At 1:00 p.m. W. F. Harrity, Chairman of the Democratic National Committee

and a Cleveland man, called the convention to order. Harrity read the

National Committee's majority nominations for convention officers, includ-

Congressman Henry D. Clayton of Alabamaing Hill for Temporary Chairman.

then arose and placed the minority anti-Cleveland slate of candidates be-
27

fore the convention. ' Senator Daniel became the pro-silver nominee for

The convention then voted on the opposing slates ofTemporary Chairman.

candidates, and the silverites won their first test of strength by a sub-

^^Doss, "John Warwick Daniel," 194. Daniel first proposed Bland as
a possible nominee several months before the Chicago convention.

^^Doss, "John VJarwick Daniel," 195.
26Fiany of the more liberal Democrats at Chicago were Bland supporters.

Governor Altgeld of Illinois was among those who preferred Bland over
Bryan. Faulkner, Politics Reform and Fxpansion, 196.

^7Disnatch. Jxily 8, 1896.
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The vote was 55o Tor the silver slate to 349 for thestantial margin,

majority slate. The Silver forces were only forty-eight short of having

the two-thirds majority required to nominate a candidate, and some of those

voting for Hill v;ere silver supporters rrospects appeared good for the

adoption of a silver platform and nomination of a silver candiaate. Upon

accepting the Temporary Chairmanship, Daniel gave a vigorous speech en¬

dorsing the cause of free-silver and urged all sections of the country to

unite on the money question, as the silver question was the only issue

30Daniel discussed in his speech.

After their success of the first day, the silverites secured their

grip on the convention. On the second day, they obtained a two-thirds

majority on a motion to unseat the gold delegation from Nebraska, seat¬

ing the silver delegation headed by Bryan. Governor Altgeld addressed

the Convention later that day and declared that the silver Democrats were

not going to compromise on the currency issue.34 By the end of the

second day, the silver forces had obviously won virtually complete control

of the convention. The following session they received the party plat¬

form, largely inspired and written by Governor Altgeld of Illinois.

Rather than praise the outgoing Cleveland administration, almost an iron¬

clad tradition in party platforms, the framers of the platform denounced

the President. Cleveland was attacked for his handling of the gold crisis

^%ew^. July 8, 1896.

^^News. July 8, 1896; see also, William Jennings Bryan, The First
Battle (Chicago, 1896), 18^ hereinafter cited as Bryan, First Battle.

and Bryan, First Battle. 189-195;30Text in Daniel Papers, U. Va
see also: News, July 8, 1896.

^^News, July 8, 1896; Roger, "Rift in Virginia Democracy," 300.

• 9
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36Nonetheless, popular interest in business regulation was quite strong.

In adaition, although the Virginia silver movement was largely agrarian.

37labor participation was evident, especially in Northern Virginia. Also,

Congressmen Jones and Swanson had advocated in Congress both business

.38regulation and the income taoc; while State Senator Camm Patteson, a

delegate to Chicago from the Tenth District, had spoken for more stringent

business regulation in Virginia for many years. Even Carter Glass, who

worked hard in the Resolutions Committee to tone down the platform, had

39
previously expressed support for the income tax.

However, Senator Daniel and Carter Glass were active in working to

prevent the inclusion of the more "extreme" planks in the platform. Both

Daniel and Glass much preferred a single issue platform, and both men

were active in attempting to moderate the party platform. Daniel's

influence was strong in the delegation, and the moderates, mindful of

business support of the Virginia Damocracy, were wary of endorsing the
41 In the Resolutions Committee,reform ideas of their western colleagues.

Carter Glass was among those opposing the "radical" planks, ana he made a

T. Obrushain to Henry D, Flood, August 14, 1896, Flood Papers;
R. C. Rawlings to Henry St, George Tucker, July 11, 1896, Tucker Papers;
J. C. Ewell to William A. Jones, Plarch 31, 1896, Jones Papers.

Tyler, Men of Nark, IV, 203; Dispatch, September 5, 1896.

^^Riheatley, "William Atkinson Jones," 34-35; Ferrell, "Claude
Swanson," 61-62.

39poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 205.

^’^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 239-243;
Doss, "John v/arwick Daniel," 191-193.

^Dispatch, July 11, 1896.

37
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considerable effort to act as a restraining influence in the comniittee's

deliberations. He took the lead in getting an endorsement of the admini-

stration tabled,^ but he also strongly resisted those planks he considered

too radical. The statements denouncing the Supreme Court’s decision in

the income tax case and the vehement language used in condemning Cleveland's

use of injunctions against labor, were more than Daniel or Glass could

43 Neither Glass nor Daniel had any particular sympathy for theendure.

cause of labor, and the attack on the Supreme Court offended their legal¬

istic sense of government. Although Glass supported the income tax in

44 neither he nor Daniel could abide an attack on the Supremeprinciple.

Glass voiced loud opposition to the plank on injunctions and \in-Court.

successfully opposed a resolution, proposed by Senator Benjamin Tillman of

South Carolina, calling for abolition of national bank notes,

spoke before the committee in opposition to the anti-bank plank.

Daniel also

The convention itself produced its most dramatic moment in the debate

over the party platform. Upon presentation of the majority platform, the

During the debate on thegold delegates attempted to amend it to death.

platform young Congressman William Jennings Bryan made one of the most
46

Bryan's "cross-of-gold”famous speeches in American political history.

^Moger, Rebuilding the Old Dominion. 300-301; Poindexter, "Glass,"
239-240.

^^Doss, "John 'Warwick Daniel," 194-195*
44Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 20$.
45Disnatch. July 9, 1896; Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of

Carter Glass," 239-240; Dispatch. July 11, 1896.
46
For the text of the Bryan speech see: Bryan, First Battle.

199-206.
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speech sent the convention into pandemonium. Standards of the silver

delegations were pulled down and gathered around Bryan in the center

Glass and V/illiam ?, Barksdale grabbed the Virginia bannerof the hall.

47and together paraded it through the aisles. As a Richmond Dispatch

reporter described it, "The delegates and the audience seemed wild and

for more than thirty minutes, the vdldest demonstration probably ever

m48 With Virginia votingwitnessed in a Dauocratic convention prevailed.

with the majority, the platform carried by a two-to-one margin. The

national Democracy's platform incorporated much cf the Populist program.

The Chicago platform sounded the death knell for Populism as a viable
49

In addition, Bryan's speech accomplished basic-third party movement.

First of all, it helped to side track the movementally three things.

Secondly, it -united the silverites against com-

The

to amend the platform.

promise and, finally, it virtually guaranteed Bryan's nomination.

free-silver delegates discovered the leader they had been looking for.
51

and Bryan was nominated on the fifth ballot.

Though Congressmen Swanson^^ and Jones, along -with William Barksdale,

were enthusiastic Bryan supporters; the Virginia delegation, operating

under the unit rule, did not switch to Bryan until the final ballot, when

On the first ballot, the Virginiansclearly Bryan had won the nomination.

voted for Joseph C. S. Blackburn of Kentucky. Daniel convinced a majority

^'^Dispatch, July 10, 1896.

^Dispatch, July 10, 1896.
^'^Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform and the Hen Who Plade It

(New York, 1955), 107.

Faulkner, Politics, Reform and Expansion, 196.

^^News, July 11, 1896; Bryan, First Battle. 214-218.

^^Swanson was active in molding support for Bryan among the Virginia
delegation. Ferrell, "Claude Swanson," 80.
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of the delegates to vote for Blackburn on the first ballot as a tactical

move to hold Virginia's vote away from ar^ major candidate until some

The Senator no doubt hoped thatvoting trend could be discerned.

Virginia's vote could be used decisively in influencing the nomination.

thereby enhancing his influence within the national party. On the next

three ballots, however, the Virginians voted for Congressman Bland of

54 Daniel barely managed to hold for Bland through the nextiiissouri.

three ballots; even Carter Glass went over to the Bryan side. As the

delegates caucused before the fifth and final ballot, they were evenly

split between Bryan and Bland. Ironically, gold-supporter John Glennan

finally tipped the balance by switching to Bryan and assured the Nebraskan

55
all of Virginia's twenty-four votes. On the final ballot, the Virginians

joined the land-slide victory for Bryan.

However, many Southerners, including Daniel and Glass, were less than

happy with the more "radical" progressive planks in the platform. Members

of the Virginia delegation who had followed Daniel in support of the more

moderate Bland were also unhappy with the "Altgeld" planks in the plat-

form.^^ Also, the editorial reaction from the Old Dominion was hardly en-

thusiastic. V/ith the exception of the silver plank, Virginia newspapers

found little to praise. The Richmond Dispatch noted v^at it called decla-

,.57rations "at variance with time-honored Democratic doctrines and policies.

^^Doss, "John 'Warwick Daniel," 196.

^^Dispatch. July 11, 1896; 'Washington Post. July 11, 1896.

55Dispatch. July 11, 1896.
56:Washington Post, July 9, 1896.
57Dispatch. July 10, 1896.
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The Staunton Daily Nevjs characterized the national party platform as being
5811^of a "radical" nature and "leaning throu^out toward Populism. The

Virginia Democrats had adopted a much more limited platform at Staunton,

including no endorsement of business regulation or an income tax. The

Virginians had stuck to a basically single-issue platform at Staunton,

and were uneasy of that preferred at Chicago.

The candidate and his platform met with a mixed reaction among Vir-

ginia Democrats. The sound money press was bitterly caustic in their

condemnation of the Chicago convention as an "hysterical, irrational body,"
59

composed of anarchists and socialists, that arrayed class against class.

„60Bryan was characterized as the "impetuous young extronist from Nebraska.

Nevertheless, the free-silver press, though harboring some reservations.
61

generally defended the party nominee and the platform. In the Virginia

delegation, the early Bryan supporters were jubilant, ;^.ile other meniiers

of the delegation were more apprehensive. Claude Swanson largely approved

both the candidate and the platform alike. Carter Glass, while imhappy

with the platform, was fascinated with Bryan's faith in the people and
62

the Bryan oratory. V/illiam Barksdale of Halifax and Chairman Jones also

expressed satisfaction with the convention's choice. However, Senator

Daniel was among those viio would have preferred to see a more moderate

party regular nominated. Although Daniel publicly expressed satisfaction

5®Staunton Daily Nevrs, July 11, 1896.

59]yioger, Rebuilding: the Old Dominion, 301.
60
Staunton Daily Nevre, July 11, 1896.

61
News, July 29, 1896.

62
Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 245.

63
Dispatch. July 12, 1896.
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64 he was convinced that 3ryan had little chance ofwith the ticket

65winning.

One thing that was accentuated by the events at Chicago was the basic

difference between theV/estem silverites and many of the Southern silver

Though broad reform sentiment was far from absent in thesupporters.

South, the silver forces in the national Democracy had actually developed

On the right. Southerners like Daniel, Senator Jones oftwo wings.

Arkansas and Congressinan Bland of kiissouri favored free silver, but had

little use for the progressive reform of the left wing. Altgeld, Bryan,

and Tillman were among the national leaders of the progressive-minded
66

left wing of the silver movement. Daniel and other Southern moderates

tried, with limited success, to act as a moderating influence within the

silver movement. The intransigence of the Eastern conservatives, however.

made things very difficult for these Southerners. The Easterners tended

to associate silver entirely with the Altgeld-Bryan faction and regarded

the convention as an ’organized conspiracy waving the flag of anarchy and

67 The uncompromising stand of the gold supporters forced thesocialism.

68
moderate Southerners to make concessions to the more "radical" silverites.

As the Virginia silverites returned from Chicago, they viewed their

situation with mixed feelings. Part of the Virginia delegation shared

^^Disnatch. July 12, 1896.
65John V/. Daniel to Garara Patteson, January 7, 1897, quoted in Poin-

dexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Garter Glass," 250.

^°Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 235-236.
67i-jaoted in Doss, "John Warwick Daniel," 199.
68Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Garter Glass," 236.
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69with Daniel and Glass a distaste for the platform. Also, Daniel had

not been alone in his desire for a more moderate party regular to be

nominated. With the Virginia Democracy already on the verge of splitting

over the currency issue, party leaders now had to defend a platform con¬

taining most of the basic reform issues they had managed to avoid at

Staunton and promote a candidate whose party regularity was open to ques-

llany shared Daniels' fear of government regulation and concerntion.

70
with the Populist threat to Democratic supremacy in Virginia. In addi-

tion, the almost sure prospect of a sound money bolt in the Old Dominion

promised a bitter and divisive election campaign that might seriously

damage party unity. Although flushed with victory, Virginia silverites

were left with little time for celebration.

69
Dispatch, July 12, 1896.

70
Doss, "John Warwick Daniel," 133-134; Pispatch. Kay 19, 1892.
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CHAPTER V

MONET DIVIDES THE DEI-iOCiiATS:

THE 1896 ELECTION IN VIRGINIA

The great silver crusade reached its climax vdth the presidential

election in the fall of 1896. The election carapaign in Virginia pro-

duced a bitter rift between sound money and pro-silver Democrats. The

old guard Cleveland wing of the Virginia Democracy, led by Joseph Bryan,

Governor O'Ferrall, and former Dem^ocratic Chairman Basil B. Gordon,

broke with the regular party and joined the supporters of William McKinley.

Rhen the sm.oke of the campaign battle cleared, it was evident that the

silver issue was dead. Nonetheless, the free silver movement of the 1890's

had a significant effect on the Virginia Democracy. The battle over the

currency issue facilitated the rise of a new Democratic leadership, as

pro-silver politicians reaped their reward from a grateful populace. At

the same time, the older Cleveland oriented conservatives were eliminated

The Virginia Democracy rode out the storm of popularfrom party councils.

discontent by adopting the "reform" of currency inflation, \diile largely

ignoring other, more pertinent issues like constitutional revision, reform

of election procedures, better state services, and more stringent business

regulation. A potential reform movement w'as overVi'heLmed by a torrent of

political rhetoric over the panacea of free silver.

Relative calm prevailed in the state for the first few weeks after

the Chicago convention,

nation of Bryan and the "manifesto [the National platfonrT] of Tillman,

Altgeld and company

Although the sound money press roared its condem-

.,1 July was relatively free of serious strife. The

^Richmond Times. July 10, 17, 1896; Moger, "Rift in Va. Democracy,"
295-200.
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Democrats held their congressional nominating conventions, and the state
2

committee met to select a party chairman and make campaign plans,

money men were easily contained in the congressional nominating conven-

Sound

In the Sixth District Congressman Otey was renominated by accla-

mation, and he made a fiery pro-silver acceptance speech.^
Swanson won renomination in the Fifth District with relative ease,^ while

tions.

Claude

William A. Jones successfully mounted his campaign for reelection in the

First District.^ In the Third District, sound money Congressman Tazwell
/
o

Ellett was defeated for renomination by John Lamb in a close battle. In

the Seventh District, Congressman Smith Turner withdrew and silverite James
7

Hay was nominated without opposition.

John F. Rixey of Brandy Station, who won with the strong support of labor

The Eighth District nominee was

8
The Congressional nominating conven-and the agrarian silver supporters.

tions produced a significant fight in the Tenth District between the silver

forces led by Henry Flood and the sound money supporters of incumbent Henry

Though he later became a key Martin lieutenant and aSt. George Tucker.

^Dispatch. August 6, 1896; Richmond Times. August 9> 1896.

^Ne^ July 23, 1896.

^Dispatch. July 31> 1896.

^idLchmond Times, August 9, 1896; J. N. Stubbs to 'william A. Jones,
Fiarch 24, 1896, Jones Papers.

^Lamb, a silver supporter and Henrico Coxinty famer, won 98-1/2 to
87-1/2, as the city of Richmond was the only locality giving Ellett a
majority. Dispatch. September 5, 1896.

''^Dispatch. August 27, 1896. James Hay of Madison County had served
in the State Senate since 1893. He was a present and future associate
of Thomas Martin.

8Dispatch. September 5, 1896. Rixey was a Culpeper County farmer.
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major figure in the Jemocratic organization, in 1896, Flood was still
9

struggling up the political ladder. In furthering his political ambi-

tions. Flood enthusiastically championed the silver cause. Not untypical

of many silverites, the young state senator latched on to the popular sil-

ver issue as a way of gaining prominence within the party. Tucker, on

the other hand, stubbornly maintained his sound money stand in spite of

Even many of Tucker's old political friendsa serious loss of support.

11
refused to support him because of his views on the currency issue. while

12
Speaking at Amherstothers urged him to endorse the Chicago platform.

Courthouse, the scene of the Tenth District convention. Tucker adamantly

defended his position and answered those urging him to join the silver

bandwagon with the remark that he "would rather ride in a dog cart right

„13 The conventionthan in a bandwagon at the expense of my convictions.

itself lasted for ten days and was filled ^^ith political maneuvering.

The gathering was marked by "backroom concessions," courthouse demonstra-

tions and a credentials fight. In the end, however. Tucker vdthdrew from

14the fight and Flood was given the nomination.

9John A. Treon, "The Political Career of Henry De La Warr Flood: A
Biographical Sketch 1865-1921." Essays in History, X, University of
Virginia, 1964-1965, 48-49, hereinafter cited as Treon, "Henry D. Flood."

^^Treon, "Henry U. Flood," 48-49; William Allen to Henry D. Flood,
June 10, 1896; S. B. Whitehead to Henry D. Flood, June 11, 1896, Flood
Papers. Floods prospects seemed to rise with the growing support for
silver.

^^B. B. Buchanan to Henry St. George Tucker, July 4, 1896, Tucker
Papers.

^R. C. Rawlings to Henry St. George Tucker, July 4, 1896, Tucker
Papers.

13Speech deldvered by Tucker at Amherst Courthouse, July 30, 1896,
Tucker Papers.

^^Treon, "Henry u. Flood," 49.
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In the Southside Fourth district, the congressional seat was vacated

.15by William R. kcKinney because of poor health; and the district conven-

tion nominated silverite Sidney P. Spes for the position, while ignoring

Populists' efforts to consummate a fusion. The Fourth District Democrats

also enthusiastically endorsed bryan and free silver. In his acceptance

speech, however, Epes v/arned the convention of the prospect for a diffi-

Popu-cult election fight against the Republicans and gold Democrats.

lists T. I. Allen, George VR Jackson, and P. F. V/eaver entreated the

assembled Democrats of the Fourth District to consider a coalition, but

the convention exhibited little enthusiasm for the idea.^'^ Populists

were caught in the difficult position of being virtually forced to seek

union with the Democrats, while trying to preserve their independent

organization.

Vg’hile Fourth District Populists attempted a merger vm.th the Democrats,

the discussion of a possible Democratic-Populist coalition was held pri-

marily at the statewide level.
18

met in Richmond on October 2, 1896, but no agreement could be reached.

The Populist and Democratic State Committees

For the Democrats, J. T. Ellyson insisted that the Populists support both

Bryan and Arthur Sewall, the Democratic vice-presidential nominee. Though

the Populists had nominated Bryan in their convention at St. Louis, they

had nominated Thomas V/atson of Georgia as their vice-presidential candi-

^^'Jilliam D. McKinney to William A. Jones, March 19, 1896, Jones
Papers.

^°Dispatch. September 11, 1896.

^'^Dispatch, September 11, 1896.

^^Disoatch, October 3, 1896; Times. October 5» 1896.
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date. Therefore, Populist Chairman J. Hoskins Hobson insisted on the
20

right to vote for b'atson. The failure of the two state committees to

agree upon terras, ended any possibility of a Cemocratic-Populist fusion.

although many Populists spoke with silver Democrats during the campaign.

In any event, both the Democrats and Populists shared an aversion

The Populists were fearful of losing theirto the idea of a merger.

identity as a separate party, and they wanted no fusion that would not
21

allow them a real voice in directing the campaign. Democratic leaders.

on the other hand, discouraged talk of a coalition among their agrarian
22

silverite followers. i-ien like Piartin, Daniel, and Ellyson were

especially uneasy over the Populist advocacy of government regulation of

the economy and state reforms, while Daniel and Glass seemed dedicated to

destroying the Populist threat to Democratic supremacy. The more con-

servative Democratic leaders did not desire unity with what they feared

24 although many silver Democrats, includ-was a radical left-wing movement.

ing Congressmen Jones and Swanson, sympathized with much of the Populist

program.

^^Faulkner, Politics, Reform and Expansion. 198; Hicks, Populist
Revolt. 359-363.

^%ispatch. October 3, 1896.

^%ew York Times. October 5> 1896.

^%oore, "James Gaven Field," 250.

^^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 133-135;
Dispatch, May 19, 1892.

^PiOore, "James Gaven rield," 250-251; Poindexter, "Pre-congressional
Career of Carter Glass," 240-242; James Piann to Francis R. Lassiter, Sep-
tember 14, 1896, Lassiter P'amily Papers, Planuscript Department, Duke Uni-
versity Library, Durham, N. C., hereinafter cited as Lassiter Papers.
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Vtliile the districts were choosing their congressional nominees, the

Democratic State Committee met on August 4 and reelected J. Taylor Ellyson

chairman.25 Ellyson was basically conservative and a business oriented

member of the party.

endorsing silver. Although he had little sympathy for the idea, jximping

However, he had joined with other party leaders in

on the silver bandv/agon saved him his position as party chairman. Upon

his reelection as State Chairman, Ellyson chose a new State Executive Com¬

mittee, composed of top Democratic leaders who would aid him in riinning the

party organization. Among those appointed were Congressmen Swanson and

Jones, Vj'illiam Hodges ilann of Nottoway County, Rufus A. Ayers of V/ytheville,

and State Senator Edward Echols of Staunton. With one or tv/o exceptions.

all of the committee members had been silver supporters. Richard E. Boy-

kin, of Isle of 'Wight Co\mty in the Second District, was on Governor

O'Ferrall's staff and supported sound money. However, somd money sup-

porters Henry St. George Tucker and Joseph Bryan were not reelected.

With the coming of August, the tempo of political activity began to

pick up, and the rumored bolt of the old-guard gold Democrats became a

Nationally, the soiand money Democrats had begun to talk of areality.
28

break with the regular party immediately after the Chicago convention.

^^Dispatch, August 6, 1896; John Bell Bigger to Sidney P. Epes,
July 29j 1896, Epes-Kilmartin Papers, Alderman Library, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, hereinafter cited as Epes-Kilmartin Papers.

'^“Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 115.

^'^Dispatch, September 2, 1896. Piann and Swanson were later to serve

as Governors. Echols was a veteran of many years in state politics. He
served in the State Senate and was elected Lieutenant Governor in 1896,
as J. Hoge Tyler's running mate. Tyler, hen of I-lark, I, 112-116.

^^Nera, July 12, 1896.
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A prelirainary convention was held in Indianapolis, where the gold raen

declared their opposition to the Chicago platform and nominees. Plans

were laid for an official nominating convention later. In early

August the sound money Democrats of the Richmond area led the way with

the organization of a so-called "soaind money club."^^ The club was a

step in the formation of a separate soxmd money organization in Virginia,

as plans were formulated for a gold convention to be held in Richmond

31later that month. The first mass meeting of the sound money men was

also held in Richmond on August 18. There were reportedly about 400

people present at the meeting. Among the speakers were Frank T. Glasgow,

superintendent of the famous Tredegar Iron Vforks, ana William L. Royall,

The meeting concluded with a

32
call for a sound money convention in Richmond on August 27.

editorial writer for the Richmond Times.

The Richmond Times supported a call for delegates to the convention.

The time had come, announced the Times, to rescue the Democratic party
33

from the clutches of those who were violating its "basic principles.

Meetings were held in most parts of the state to select representatives

to the conference, and approximately 200 delegates were chosen to the

^'^Faulkner, Politics, Reform and Expansion. 197.

30Dispatch, August 14, 1896. 700 people signed a public membership
list. The Dispatch noted that many of the members were actually Republi-
cans.

^^Dispatch. August 14, 1896.

^^Dispatch. August 19, 1896.

^^Richmond Times, August 18, 1896.
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34
meeting. The representation vjas rather scattered, however, with the

Staunton, Richmond, and Norfolk areas the only ones well represented.

The Southside Fifth District had no representation at all, and many

counties in other sections were under represented.^^ There were few

prominent Democrats in attendance, as even many leading gold men were

D. 3. Munford, Congressmen Tucker and Ellett, and Governornot present.

36O'Ferrall were absent. Joseph Bryan was the chief organizer of the

conclave and, along with former Governor 'Rilliara E. Cameron, the old

Readjuster, and William L. Royall, he headed the handful of well known

37party men in the convention hall.

The convention itself consisted of three sessions. The morning and

afternoon sessions were devoted primarily to speeches and committee work. °

Speakers hammered away at the Chicago platform, while ignoring the Repub-

'William Jermiings Bryan was portrayed as a Popvtlist, not a Demo-licans.

34]\!evf York Times. August 26, 1896; Dispatch, August 28, 1896.

^^Dispatch, August 28, 1896.

^^Dispatch, August 28, 1896; Nev;s, August 28, 1896. O'Ferrall did
not participate in the sound money conventions, though he was active in
his opposition to Bryan.

^'^Other delegates of note included Alexander Hamilton of Petersburg.
Hamilton was a lawyer-banker and former railroad executive. He later
attended the 1901 Constitutional Convention. Tyler, Men of I^iark, II, 154.
James A. Bumgardner of Staunton was chosen Chairman of the Convention.
George J. Hundley of Petersburg also attended. He was later elected a
Circuit Court Judge in 1896, Tyler, Men of Mark, III, 176-178. Richmond
merchant-banker Henry S. Hutzler was also present. Tyler, Men of Flark. V,
229. Those attending generally came from two groups, a few larger farmers
and urban businessmen and bankers. Roger, "Rift in the '\/irginia Democ-
racy," 304.
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og
crat, and support for hia was condemned. Cameron, Bryan, and Royall

led the speechmaking and controlled the proceedings, as their Cleveland

inspired laissez faire attitude toward government permeated the conven-

tion.^'^ The final night session of the convention was devoted to more

speechmaking and to selection of delegates to the national sound money

convention slated for Indianapolis in September. A state committee of

five members from each district represented was also chosen. A steer-

ing committee, headed by Bryan and including Royall, also was formed to

organize the gold forces in the state. The State Gold ConLTiittee in-

eluded Alexander Hamilton, Henry Hutzler, James Bumgardner, and George

The sound money men expressed general satisfac-Hundley of Petersburg.

tion ;«.th the action of the Richmond convention and seemed to be opti-
41mistic about their chances of thw'arting a Bryan victory in Virginia.

The convention v/as, however, little more than whistling in the dark by

the urban sound money forces in the face of an aroused miral and urban

electorate. Before the convention was ever held, the Lynchburg Hews

commented that the gold Democrats could only succeed in further alienat-

ing themselves from the rural voters of the state.^ In addition, the

Cleveland conservatives in Virginia alienated urban labor, viiich also

supported free silver.

^^Disoatch. August 28, 1896.
39Hoger, "Rift in the Va. Democracy," 304-305.

^*^Disnatch. August 28, 1896; News, August 28, 1896. Bryan was by
far the most prominent democrat on the gold committee appointed at
Richmond.

44New York Times. August 28, 1896.

^News, August 8, 1896.
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Nationally, the sound money revolt was made official in mid-September

The bolters.with the nomination of a gold ueiriocratic Presidential ticket.

now calling themselves the "National Democratic party," held their nomi-

nating convention in Louisville, Kentucky on September 12. There they

nominated Senator John K. Palmer of Illinois for President and Simon B.

Buckner of Kentucky for Vice-President, while issuing a condemnation of

the regular party's free silver platform. The Richmond Times optimis-

tically commented that the Louisville convention was evidence that the

„44sound money revolt was reaching "colossal proportions.

With the Virginia Democracy split on the currency issue, the ensuing

election campaign became one of the most bitter on record. Rather than

being a campaign of Democrats versus Republicans, it was more often a

45 The campaign was a vitriolicbattle between silver and gold Democrats.

one with much bitterness on both sides. "Friendships and partnerships

Bilver and gold became symbols of justice and injustice.fell apart.

II46anarchy and reform, democracy and plutocracy,

easily overshadowed all other issues in the fall of 1896, as free silver

The currency issue

became a popular obsession temporarily diverting public interest from the

In September, William Jennings Bryan passedmore basic reform issues.

43 43Dispatch, Septemiber 13, 1896; Faulkner, Folitics, Reform and Ex-
pension. 197.

^^Richmond Times, September 13, 1896.

45poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 253j Moger,
"Rift in Va. Democracy," 308-309.

^^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 253.
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through the state on his tour of the South. This visit marked the begin-

47
ning of the campaign in Virginia.

) g
Richmond, and Fredericksburg.^

Bryan made speeches in Petersburg,

He received an enthusiastic v/elcome

wherever he stopped, and in Richniond he spoke before approximately 18,000

people.

and J. T. Bllyson shared the platform with the candidate.

Senator Baniel made the presentation speech, virile Senator Fiartin

In addition.

silver leaders from all over the state were invited to gather in Richmond

50 In commenting on the tour, the sound money pressfor the Bryan speech.

lost no time in downgrading the Democratic candidate. The Richmond Times

commented that Bryan's speech in Richmond left something to be desired in

The Bryan tour had been largely a wasted effort, ac-clarity and reason.

"The people of Virginia," they argued, "are far toocording to the Times.

conservative for frantic demonstrations over utterances that might arouse

51a Chicago audience."

The list of charges and counter-charges in the campaign began to grow.

The silver forces complained bitterly of pressure on corporation employees

iiany workers were supposedly beingin the state to vote against Bryan.

^'^The Petersburg stop was suggested by Francis Lassiter, U. 3. Attorney
in Petersburg and a leader in Fourth District politics. J. T. Ellyson to
Francis R. Lassiter, September 9, 15> 1896, Lassiter Papers.

^^Bryan, First Battle, 456-458. Bryan describes his trip through
Virginia and includes an excerpt from his Fredericksburg speech. An
attempt to get Bryan to speak in the western part of the state was unsuc-
cessful. VR T. Braxton to Henry D. Flood, August 27, 1896, Flood Papers.

^‘^Dispatch, September 19, 1896; Richmond Times. September 19, 1896.

T. Ellyson to Sidney P. Epes, September 14, 1896, Epes-Kilmartin
Papers.

^^Richmond Times, September 20, 1896.
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52 The Lijmchburg News notedforced to campaign actively against Bryan.

that Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad officials admitted to 'doing a little

legitimate political work' among their employees.53 The gold forces.

on the other hand, hammered away at the issue of election frauds. In

early October gold men organized a corps of lawyers to act as poll

watchers and to prevent ballot-box stuffing on election day.^^ However,

the charges of election fraud contained more noise than substance.

As the campaign entered its last few weeks, both sides redoubled

their efforts in a final run for victory. Daniel, Martin and other

silver speakers stumped the entire state appearing for Bryan and extoll-

ing the virtues of free silver.^5 The Democratic Central Committee was

busy organizing the Bryan campaign. Speakers were recruited by the

dozens, and J. T. Ellyson was in constant contact with local party leaders

5^ Listswho wanted speakers or who might be used as speakers themselves.

of voters also were compiled for the purpose of distributing campaign
57literature to the populace. Wherever pro-silver speakers went, they

were greeted by large and enthusiastic crowds, especially in the rural

areas of the Southside. "Bryan and Silver" clubs were organized in many

5^Dispatch, August 23, 1896; News. August 19, 1896.

53Nevjs, August 19, 1896.

5%ew fork Times, October 2$, 1896; News. October 7, 1896.

55doss, "John V/arvdck Daniel," 203-204.

5^J. T. Ellyson to Francis R, Lassiter, September 9, 15, 1896,
Lassiter Papers; Joseph Button to Henry D. Flood, September 9, 1896,
Flood Papers.

5'7j. T. Ellyson to Sydney P. Epes, August 15, 1896; Joseph Button
to C. B. Mann, August 27, 1896, Epes-KiLmartin Papers.
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58rural communities. as popular support for free-silver seemed over-

whelming. Senator Daniel gave several major speeches, including ad-

dresses at Richmond and Lacey Spring near Harrisonburg, fertin spoke

in the Shenandoah Valley and in the Southside, vdiile Otey, Henry Flood,

and A. J. Montague also campaigned actively in the Southside.

V/ith the great groundswell of support for free silver, the Republi-

cans had their doubts about the possibility of defeating Bryan in Vir-
60

but they were putting up a determined effort in the state never-ginia;

theless. Republicans cooperated in every v/ay they could with the sovmd

money bolters, even to contributing financial support to the gold Demo-

crats. The silver press screamed about Republican money flowing into
6l

the state from the coffers of the McKinley camp. I'iark Hanna contribu-

62
ted approximately $160,000 to the anti-Bryan campaign in Virginia.

However, Hanna, too, was skeptical about Republican chances in Virginia.

Nevertheless, V/illiam McKinley was putting up the best fight in Virginia

5^J, W. Bryant to Francis R. Lassiter, August 1?, 1896, lassiter
Papers. Bryant was County Chairman of Nottovray County (Fourth District).
Bryant reported to Lassiter on the formation of a "B&S Club" in Nottoway
County.

^^Dispatch, October 22, 1896; Dispatch. October 28, 1896. Montague
was U. S. Attorney in Danville and a recent convert to the silver camp.

^^Dispatch. October 13, 1896. The Dispatch quoted an unnamed but
"prominent" Republican as admitting that the Republicans had generally
conceded the election in Virginia to Bryan.

61
Dispatch. October 13, 1896.

^^Vjoodv:ard, Origins of the New South. 28?.

^^Nilliam L. Royall, Some Reminiscences (New York, 1909), 202-203_^
hereinafter cited as Royall, -Reminiscences. Royall was among the sound
money men who went to New York to see Mark Hanna. According to Royall,
Hanna was reluctant to contribute in Virginia, considering the state
sewed up for Bryan. Hanna was finally convinced and agreed to contribute
approximately $160,000 to the pro-McKinley forces in Virginia.
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64that a Kepublican had made in years. The Republicans' success, however.

was owing primarily to the support of the bolting democrats. >iany gold

Democrats felt that supporting KcKinley was the only effective v;ay to

defeat the free silver movement in Virginia. The gold Democrats did not

go so far officially as to fuse with the Republicans, but they actively

supported McKinley.

3y election day in Virginia, every other possible issue had taken a

A Scottsville, Virginia farmer hadback seat to the currency question,

written in his diary in the autvimn of 1896 that the election would mean

unless McKinley was 'elected;'freedom and prosperity for the working mass.

then it would mean 'slavery for the working mass to the money rings, money

65 On the other hand, the sound money sup-kings, monopolies and trusts.

porters were determined to thwart at all costs the free silver craze. In

his memoirs. Governor O'Ferrall argued that he stood on principle in 1896

at a great personal sacrifice:

It was a great struggle for me to cut loose from so many of my
party friends, but I believed the free coinage of silver would
bring confusion and possibly irretrievable injury to the busi-
ness interests of the country; .... For my course I was
condemned by the supporters of the platform and ticket, but I
fo\ind myself in the most respectable minority in Virginia . .

66

67Fiany of the sound money men probably did act out of principle. and their

68stand certainly followed the economic orthodoxy of the time. However,

^^New York Times, August 26, 1896.

^^Quoted in Bear, "Thomas Staples Martin," 186.

^^Charles T. O'Ferrall, Forty Years of Active Service (Richmond,
1904), 292.

67Kenry St. George Tucker to Francis R. Lassiter, September 7, 1896,
Lassiter Papers; B. B. Buchanan to Henry St. George Tucker, July k, 1896,
Tucker Papers.

^^Richard Hofstaater, American Politican Tradition. 188.
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the "gold bugs" bolt in Virginia put them out of touch vdth the electo-

rate, and they paid a heavy political price for failure to support the

regular party. The gold leaders, such as O'Ferrall, Joseph Bryan, Mun-

ford, and Tucker, virtually crippled their future political influence.

as party leaders supporting free silver gained the trust of the people.

A new leadership, headed by Martin, Daniel, Glass, Bwanson, Flood, Jones,

and others, tightened its grip on the party organization while riding

the crest of the silver wave.

Vihen the national election results were counted, Bryan had been de-

In Virginia, however.feated; and McKinley was the new President-elect.

Bryan won the state against the combined opposition of the sound money

Democrats and the Republicans. The narrow margin of victory for the

Democratic candidate, however, indicated the strength of the opposition

in the state. Bryan won in Virginia by a margin of 19,341 votes, in

contrast to a margin of almost 51>000 for Cleveland four years before.

Bryan polled 154,985 votes; McKinley 135,388; and Palmer a minuscule

692,127 votes. The combined opposition of the gold supporters produced

a relatively close election in a state where the Democratic Presidential

candidate had won an easy victory four years earlier. Some areas of the

state went solidly for the Republicans. The greatest Republican gains

were registered in the Southwest and the Shenandoah Valley, where tv/enty

of those sections' thirty-two counties voted Republican. The area west

of the Blue Ridge had been a strong area for the Vilhigs ana then for the

^^Sheldon, Populism in the Old Dominion, 137; Dispatch, November 5,
1896; Moger, "Rift in Va. Democracy," 311-312.

'^'^Moger, "Rift in Va. iJemocracy," 312.
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Republicans for decades. Also, the economic problems that were exploited

to much advantage by silver Democrats in other sections were less severe

in V/estern Virginia. The Southv;est had long been an area of political

independence from the Democratic organization.

In the congressional elections, pro-silver Democrats won all but

In the First District, William A. Jonestwo of Virginia's ten districts.

easily won his fight for reelection, running slightly ahead of Bryan in

his own aistrict; while James Hay won election by a comfortable margin in

the Seventh District. Pro-silver Democratic candidates John F. Rixey,

Eighth District, and John Lamb, Third District, also won relatively' easy

73 In the Southside, Sixth District Congressman Otey won re-victories.

74election, though he ran slightly behind Bryan in his own district.

71,Eoger, "Rift in Va. Democracy," 312.

'^^Ellett, "Silver Movement," 100; Dispatch, November 5, 1896. Jones
vron 15,525 votes out of slightly more than 26,000 cast. Bryan's vote in
the First District was approximately 700 votes less. Hay ran well ahead
of Bryan in the Seventh, receiving 17,447 of ^0,000 votes. Bryan received
1400 fewer votes in the Seventh.

73Lamb ran slightly ahead of Bryan in the Third District, winning
16,634 of approximately 29,000 total votes. Rixey had a margin of 3OOO
out of slightly more than 30,000 votes, running over 1000 votes ahead of
Bryan. Dispatch, November 5, 1896; Ellett, "Silver Eoveraent," 100. In
the Congressional fights, local issues and personal loyalties were an
added factor in determining the vote. Many gold supporters remained
loyal to their party candidates at the District level, though they opposed
Bryan. As one of Congressman Jones' constituents commented: "In spite of
your miserable and most absurd silver notions, I pledge you my cordial
support." J. Horace Lary to William A. Jones, April 9, 1896, Jones Papers.

'^^Dispatch. November 5, 1896. Bryan won approximately 18,000 of
31,000 votes, vriiile Otey ran 600 votes behind Bryan.
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However, Fifth District Congressman Swanson barely managed a narrow vie-

tory in a hotly contested election, while Sidney F. Epes in the Fourth

75 The only losses sufferedturned back a strong Republican challenge.

In the Tenthby the democrats were in the Ninth and Tenth Districts.

District, Republican Jacob Yost defeated Henry Flood in a disputed elec-
76 Flood losttion, much to the delight of Tucker and his supporters.

his business friends and the endorsement of the Staunton Daily News be-

77 The strong support of Senator l-lartin, thecause of his money stand.

Democratic state committee, and even personal appearances by Daniel ■

78
In the Ninth District, Republican Jameswere not enough to save him.

79
A. Walker was reelected to Congress.*' However Walker was a silverite

80Republican.

^^Swanson and Bryan won the Fifth District by barely 400 votes out
of approximately 28,000 votes. The heavy Negro Republican vote in the
Black Belt hurt both Swanson and Epes, who won in the Fourth District
with a vote of 12,894 to 10,273- Ellett, "Silver Movement," 100. In
addition, Swanson's district spread into several mountain counties of
the Southwest where gold sentiment was relatively strong.

'^°Dispatch, November 5> 1896; A. R. Cocke to Henry St. George Tucker,
November 13, 1896, Tucker Papers.

Kenneth McCoy to Henry D. Flood, August 4, 1896, Flood Papers. The
Daily News joined the sound money bolters after the Chicago convention.

"'’^Thomas S. Martin to Henry D. Flood, July 17, 29, 1896; Joseph
Button to Henry D. Flood August 21, 1896, Flood Papers; Treon, "Henry D.
Flood," 49. Flood lost 16,047 to 16,194. Ellett, "Silver Movement,"
100. Flood unsuccessfully challenged Yost's election before Congress.

' '^'^Dispatch. November 1, 1896; Dispatch, November 5> 1896.
80,Walker was the only free silver advocate in the Virginia Delegation

to the Republican National Convention■in St. Louis. Dispatch, June 19,
1896.
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The gold Democrats raised the cry of corruption at the polls and

intimated that they would have carried the state if the elections had

Virginia had, it was charged, got rid ofbeen honestly conducted.

"Negro government"[^liahon£7 based on stuffed ballot boxes, only to have
„81it replaced by v;hite government based on the stuffed ballot box.

Accusations of corrupt elections, however, had been a tradition in Vir-

ginia since the days of Reconstruction, and there was little validity to

the charge that the silver victory was owing to election fraud. Though

parts of the white and Negro electorate could be influenced with bribes,®^
the silver forces needed no such tactics to insure success. Charges of

corruption also were leveled by both sides, as Flood supporters in the

Tenth District challenged the election of Yost.^^
The election year of 1896 was a time of trial for the Virginia

Democracy, as the insurgent victories at Staunton and Chicago brought a

bitter party rift. However, uhe Democratic schism in the state vas not

a lasting one; nor was it as serious as it appeared. The sound money

Democrats who supported McKinley were a small dissident wing of the

party with a narrow popular base. In reality, the Democratic organiza-

tion took a significant step toward insuring its hegemony in Virginia for

many decades to come. Having championed the popular issue of free silver

in 1896, the party was assured of a popular base of agrarian and urban

Large McKinley votes were recorded in the Richmond and Tidewatersupport.

regions, the Shenandoah Valley, and the "Black Belt" of the Southside.

^^Royall, Reminiscences. 200; Morton, History of Virginia, 302.

^^Hoger, "Rift in Va. Democracy," 312-313.

^^Thomas S. Martin to Henry D. Flood, November 24, 29, 1896; John
T. Bellamy to Henry D. Flood, November 15, 1896, Flood Papers.
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However, a major threat to Democratic supremacy had reached its peak.

as the Republicans suffered a decline and the Populists virtually ceased

to exist after 1896. The Virginia Democracy's dominance was seriously

challenged during the 1890's, but free-silver was a vehicle of renewed

Democratic strength in the state. Virginia Democrats only could have

ignored the popular demand for free silver at the risk of political
84

disaster.

The effect of the silver movement on the Virginia Democratic party

has been the subject of considerable historical discussion. The Virginia

Democracy went through a turbulent period when its own internal unity and

its dominance in the state v;ere threatened. Nonetheless, the party emerged

intact and with renewed strength. The Republican and Populist threat

reached its peak in the mid-1890's and after 1896, declined significant-
85ly. In addition, however, the silver crusade did not aid the rise of a

significant reform wing within the Virginia Democracy. Richard B. Doss,

in his biography of John Warwick Daniel, concludes that the Democratic

silverites were basically a conservative group supporting silver for polit-
86

ical reasons. In his biography of Carter Glass, Harry Poindexter reaches

the similar conclusion that the silver movement provided conservative Demo-

OSS, "John V/arwick Daniel," 133-134; Poindexter, "Pre-congressional
Career of Carter Glass," 203; J. C. Ewell to William A. Jones, March 31>
1896; J. W. Fleet to William A. Jones, March 19, 1896, Jones Papers; R. C.
Rawlings to Henry St. George Tucker, Tucker Papers.

85Sheldon, Populism in the QM Dominion. 139-142; V/illiam C. Vfoold-
ridge, "The Sound and Fury of 1896, Virginia Democrats Face Free Silver,"
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, 75 (January, 1967), 106,
hereinafter cited as W’ooldridge, "Sound and Fury of 1896."

Doss, "John Warwick Daniel," 165-169.
86
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cratic leaders vdth a harmless outlet into which they could channel

87 Actually, some vn’iters have contended that thepopular discontent.

free silver movement enhanced the developm.ent of a x-lartin-led machine

vdthin the party. ilartin's biographer, James A. Bear, asserts that the

events of 1896 allowed the fiartin organization to tighten its control
• 88

On the other hand, Harry Poindexter, in hisof the Democratic party.

vrork on Garter Glass, concludes that 1896 split the organizational

solidarity of the party to the point where "machine control" was impossi-

bie.^9

Also subject to much historical inquiry has been the 1896 Democratic

party split over the currency issue and the relationship of free silver

One of the first v/riters to dealto the reform movement in Virginia.

specifically ’with the 1896 election year was Allen W. Moger in an article

entitled "The Pdft in the Virginia Democracy in 1896." Moger sees the

battle bet’ween gold and silver suppor'Gers as a fight between the advocates

of a traditional laissez faire capitalism and those who favored a more ac-

90 Moger asserts that thetive government interference in the economy.

third party threat of Populism and free silver forced the Virginia Demo-

cracy to move to the left in order to preserve its popular base of sup-

91 However, this supposed liberalization of the Virginia Democracyport.

^^poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 226.

^^Bear, "Thomas Staples Mazdin," 203.

^^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 281-282.

90Moger, "Pdft in Va. Democracy," 315-317.

Moger, "Rift in Va. Democracy," 317.91
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in 1896 was very limited.

1896 party schism, which writers like Harry Poindexter,

Ferrell,and William E. Larsen^^ have emphasized, was its acceleration

Actually, the most significant effect of the
92 Henry G.

of the changeover in democratic leadership. Those who bolted the regular

party in 1896 killed or greatly hampered their political careers, while

the silver supporters, regardless of their motives, reaped a lasting polit¬

ical reward. However, William C. Vfooldridge, in a January, 196? article
95

in the Virginia Magazine of History and Biography,

the predominant interpretation of the party rift. V/ooldridge views the

takes issue with

battle over the money issue as largely a sham containing no real politi¬

cal differences between the two groups and producing no permanent effect

on the party power structure. The soiind money supporters, argued 'Woold-

ridge, were already eliminated from the party power structure by 1896.

Historians have also examined the free silver movement for its effect

on the reform movement in Virginia. Two interpretations are presented by

Vvilliam Larsen and Harry Poindexter. Larsen, in his biography of A. J.

Montague, asserts that 1896 represents the end of one reform movement

associated with Populism and free silver and the beginning of a new more

92poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Garter Glass," 253*

'^^Ferrell, "Claude Swanson," 82.

^^William E. Larsen, "A. J. Montague of Virginia 1862-1937: The
Making of a Southern Progressive" (Ph.u. dissertation. University of
Virginia, 1961), 140-144, hereinafter cited as Larsen, "A. J. Montague."
Larsen's work on Montague was published in abridged form in 1965, see,
'Ailliam E. Larsen, Montague of Virginia; The Making of A Southern Fro-
gressive (Baton Rouge. 1965). hereinafter cited as Montague of Virginia.

95'yooldridge, "Sound and Fury of 1896," 10?.
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sophisticated pro,pressive relorr;. .T.oveineat thao '.voula be cased on oppo¬

sition to Martin ana v.'ould advocate state veforais as its priraary goal.

Cuo of the free-silver battles, Larsen argues, aeveloped a nucleus of

independents who would lead the fight for revision of the state consti-

"The missionaries oftution, election reform, and the direct primary.

internal reform," says Larsen, "Thus far -unrecognized and unwanted woula

96 Larsen, however, tends to see the politics of the 1890*scome later."

in terms of machine and anti-machine battles, dating the foririation of the

97Tiartin "hachine" from 1893. Harry Poinde;cter, on the o'ther hand, sees

the rift of 1896 as delaying the developsnent of the state reform movemeht

dtating that many of the real rei’ormoi-s ware gold supporters,in Virginia.

Poindexter conduces that, the potential reform wing of the party split on

the currency issue, and these old antagonis.ms hampered a unity of effort.

also, those reformers in the sound money camp found their popular influ-

ence cut to virtually rll by their desertion of the regular pady in 1896.2^
In addition to Poindexter, Harold hheatley eruphasizes the fact that the

controversy over the currency issue served to distract attention from the

99
many other reform issues.

In the final analysis, it seems certain that the rift of 1896 in the

Virginia Jemocracy was of great significance for the leadership of the

The schism was a symptom of an intense internal power struggleparty.

that the 1896 election significantly effected. d.temal party considera-

96Larsen, "A. J. P-ontague," 139.

Larsen, "A. J. Pionuague," 12-13.

'^^Voindexter, "Pro-congressional lareer of darter uiass," 225.

^9v,heatley, "Valliam A. Jones," 36.

97t
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tions and personal ambition were key motivating factors in the silverite

Although his motives for supportingstand of many members of the party.

silver were complex. Senator Daniel's personal ambition was an important

element in his currency stand. b'ithin the party power structure. Senator

i'iartin and his followers made large advances. However, the silver move-

ment was not the vehicle for a "machine" takeover in the state. Although

the kiartin forces probably formed the most powerful single faction vd.thin

the Virginia Democracy, the Senator was far from exercising "machine"

control over the party. The important fact was that i'iartin was able to

maintain a popular base of support, while retaining his business alliances.

The silver victory provided the i'iartin wing of the party with a political

boost, but it did not give them control. In reality, charges of machine

politics came primarily from the Richmond Times, as Joseph Bryan attacked

100his old political enemy, flartin.

ling even local elections.

i'iartin was often accused of control-

Nonetheless, a whole new party hierarchy

was developing, as the older, more doctrinaire and inflexible party lead-

ers were replaced by a new group of more flexible and pragmatic politi-

cians.

As for the reform issue, the majority of Virginia Democrats were not

interested in championing any serious reforms. An effort was made by

Daniel and others to limit the political debate to the single, and rela-

tively harmless issue of free silver, and there was a definite measure of

lOOj.T. Bllyson to V/illiam A. Jones, January 10, 1896, Jones Papers;
Dispatch. November 8, 1896. Comirienting on a Times charge that the "ma-
chine" planned a constitutional convention to disfranchise Negro voters,
the Dispatch noted: "With the 'machine' divided upon it, it would . . .

seem quite improbable which the Times dreads so much will be ordered by
the people."

101

Papers.
George R. Holman to Henry D. Flood, November 13, 1895> Flood
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opportunism in the free silver stand of men like baniel, kartin and

102 For the majority of party leaders in 1896, the advocacy ofFlood.

free silver was simply considered a political necessity. I'iany, like

Daniel, iiartin, and Flood, showed little or no interest in meaningful

business regulation on the state or national level.^*^3 Basic reforms.

as expansion and improvement of state services, direct election of United

States Senators, party primaries, and the income tax, had few advocates

among the personal followers of Daniel and i-Iartin. Most Demiocratic sil-

verites were essentially conservative politicians tiying to ride out the

storm of popular discontent. The voters of Virginia became enamored

with the panacea of free silver, diverting their attention from more pert-

inent reforms. Virginia Democrats utilized the currency issue to their

political advantage, wtiile the electorate allowed the Virginia Democracy

to avoid more fundamental issues.

In spite of the fact that the more conservat .ve Demiocrats .used the

silver movement only for political advantage, not all party members were

uninterested in promioting other issues. Congressman Jones was an out-

standing representative of the minority of Virginia Democrats who gen-

uinely advocated basic reforms. Jones, along with Congressman Swanson,

had been a supporter in Congress of more stringent business regulation.

the income tax, and easing of the bank credit squeeze. State Senator

Camm Patteson had for years been a proponent of stronger railroad regula-

^^^^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 203;
Doss, "John Ivarwick Daniel," 134; Treon, "Henry D. Flood," 48.

^‘^3poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 226.

^*^^Poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 241.
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By 1896, Congressman Jones had also becometion at the state level.

one of the state's most outspoken supporters of direct election of

in the 1897 state conven-United States Senators and party primaries.

105tion, he v;as to lead the battle to have the party endorse these ideas.

Although many conservatives gained prominence in 1896, the election year

also provided statevd.de recognition for future reformers. Andrew Jackson

Montague, then a young Danville lav^er and politician, began a rapid

climb up the state political ladder that was to lead to the Governorship

in 1901. In 1901 Montague ran for the office of state chief executive
106 In addition, although they had little oron a progressive platform.

no organization at the state level, several local party leaders were

already attempting to generate interest in their areas in state govern-

flayor S. E. Jones of Roanoke was one of the organizersment reforms.

of the Roanoke Conference of 1895 to propose revisions in the state con-

Dr. R. W. Queensbury of Caroline County, newly elected to thestitution.

Democratic State Committee, v;as well known throughout the state as an ad-

vocate of business regulation and constitutional reform. Nonetheless,

these voices of reform v/ere easily drovmed out in 1896 by the furor over

the white metal.

Even some of the sound money bolters were involved in the drive for

reforms in voting procedures and improvements in state services. Joseph

Bryan vifas a leading member of the "Virginia State Good Roads Association,"

^^^poindexter, "Pre-congressional Career of Carter Glass," 241.
106

Larsen,V .-iontague of Virginia, 89-90. Montague ran on a plat-
form favoring party priiaaries, better schools, better roads, and the
enactment of an employer's liability law',' ■ , ' ' , .
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107 Nonethe-which advocated state aid for the improvement of highways.

less, the sound money faction of the party hardly represented a genuine

reform wing, as they only seemed interested in those "reforms" that

would directly benefit them economically as businessmen or as politi-

The election "reform" gold men like Bryan advocated was primarilycians.

the disfranchisement of the poor white ana Negro, thereby making the

electorate more manageable for conservatives. Joseph Bryan was also a

strong opponent of a constitutional convention.The Damocratic split

of 1896 was politically significant for the party hierarchy, but the

elimination of the gold leaders from the party power structure was not a

serious setback for the advocates of change.

Finally, it is certain that the furor over free silver in the 1890's ®

helped distract popular attention in Virginia from more lasting and funda-

mental reform issues. Consemrative Democrats used the public obsession

with the white metal to their political advantage, and the Virginia De-

mocracy emerged from 1896 virtually unchallenged as the dominant party in

However, it would be unfair to write off these years as athe state.

total loss to the cause of reform, as many future reformers advanced po-

litically as a result of the free silver movement. Also, the free silver

movement denoted a significant, if misdirected, popular discontent vjith

the status quo.^^9 One of Congressman Tucker's constituents commented:

^^"^Joseph Bryan to Charles T. Lassiter, I-Iay 1, 6, 1895> lassiter
Papers.

108Dispatch. November 8, 1896.
109Thomas S. Piartin to John L. Hurt, x-lay 18, 1896, Swanson Papers;

Z. T. Obrushain to Henry D. Flood, August 14, 1896, Flood Papers; J. C.
Evxell to k'illiam A. Jones Larch 31> 1896; J. V/. Fleet to V/illiam A. Jones,
Piarch 19, 1896, Jones Papers; R. C. Piawlings to Henry St. George Tucker,
July 11, 1896, Tucker Papers.
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The lines are fast being drawnCsic}and the fight is on. The
question of the future, and this silver question is only the
skinrtish line, is whether this country is to be ruled by
corporate greed and monopoly or not. The people have seen
the just and equitable income tax brushed aside by the money
pov;er . . . they see the trusts multiply, draining the life-
blood of the people, . . . their fanns mortgaged, their
children growing up in ignorance, .... This is the
prospjjj
them.

the farmers of the bouth and west see ahead of

Although popular interest in reform was in 1896 in an embryonic stage.

leaderless, and poorly articulated, the rumblings of future crusades

for change could be discerned beneath the roar over the currency issue.

The Virginia Democracy had managed to ride out one popular uprising.

but the party had only temporarily avoided basic issues it would

eventually have to face.

0. Rawlings to Henry St. George Tucker, July 11, 1896,
Tucker Papers.
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Chart A: Localities—Kow They Stood In 1896

Largely Silver Evenly Split Largely GoldLocality

Accomack County X

Albemarle County and Charlottesville X

Alleghany County X

Amelia County X

Amherst Comty X

Appomattox County X

Augusta County and Staunton X

Bath County X

Bland County X

Botetourt County X

Brunswick County X

Buchanan County X

Buckingham County X

Campbell County X

Caroline County X

Charles City Coimty X

Charlotte County X

Chesterfield County and Manchester X

Clarke County X

Craig County X

Culpeper County X

Dickenson County X

Dinwiddie County X
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Charb A:—Continued

Largely Silver Evenly Split Largely GoldLocality

Essex County X

Fairfax County and Alexandria X

XFauquier County

XFloyd County

XFluvanna County

XFranklin Co\mty

XFrederick County

Giles County X

Gloucester County X
o

XGoochland County

XGrayson County

XGreene County

Greensville County X

Halifax County and Mecklenburg County X

XHanover County

XHenrico County

Henry County X

Highland County X

Isle of Wight County X

XJames City County

XKing and Queen County

XKing William County

Lancaster County X

XLee County

XLoudoun County
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Chart A;—Continued

Largely Silver Evenly Split Largely GoldLocality

Louisa County X

Lunenburg County X

Lynchburg and Bedford County X

Madison County X

XMathevra County

Mddlesex County X

XMontgomery County

Nansemond County and Suffolk X

Kelson Co\inty X

New Kent County X

Newport News and Warwick County X

Norfolk County and City X

Northampton County X

Nottoway Coxinty X

Page Coimty X

Patrick County X

Petersburg X

Pittsylvania County and Danville X

XPortsmouth

Powhatan County X

Prince Edward. County X

Prince George County X

Prince William County X

Princess Anne County X

Pulaski County X
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Chart A:—Continued

Largely Silver Evenly Split Largely GoldLocality

Richmond City X

Richmond County X

Roanoke County and City X

Rockbridge County X

RoclcLngham County X

Russell County X

Scott County X

Shenandoah County X

Smyth County X

Southampton County X

Spotsylvania County X

Stafford County X

Suriy County X

Sussex County X

Tazewell County X

Warren County X

h'ashington County X

Westmoreland County X

Winchester X

Wise Coiinty X

VJythe County X

York County X

Map and chart compiled from: Richmond Dispatch. Richmond Times. Washing-
Post. lynchburg Nevra. Staxinton Daily Mevfs; Martin-Day Family Papers, and

William A. Jones Papers, Alderman Library, University of Virginia, Charlottes-
ville.
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